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Preface 
The theory of Wavelets and diffusion filters are two comparatively new develop-
ments of scientific knowledge. Coincidentally both were formally invented in early 
eighties, but their traces are available in literatvure since long. Mathematicians knew 
their examples and properties but were unable to exploit the potentiahty of their 
properties to understand real world problems. In short, wavelet methods are re-
finement of Fourier analysis, invented in 1984, whose mathematical foundation was 
provided by Grossman, Morlet, Meyer, Mallat, Daubechies, CoifFman and Wicker-
hauser et al. 
The wavelet theory provides a unified framework for a number of techniques 
which had been developed independently for various applications. For example, 
multiresolution signal processing, used in computer vision; subband coding, devel-
oped for speech and image compression; and wavelet series expansions, developed 
in applied mathematics, have been recently recognized as different views of a single 
theory. 
Introduced by Duffin and Schaeffer [32] in the context of non-harmonic Fourier 
series, the theory of frames has been developed for Gabor and Wavelets by many 
authors, see especially the papers by Daubechies [24], Heil and Walnut [45], Chris-
tensen [14], Sun and Zhou [66], Shang and Zhou [64] and Yang and Zhou [78]. It 
has application in finding numerically stable algorithm for reconstruction of signals 
from its atomic decomposition. 
On the other hand, the PDE base diffusion, starting with Perona-Malik [62] and 
extended by Weickert and many others [11, 59, 72, 73], has attracted the attention of 
Mathematicians and people working in image processing domain. It is a technique 
for image enhancement / restoration/ edge detection. Since long, wavelet shrinkage 
was independently used for the same purpose, but recently a beautiful connection 
has been established between wavelet shrinkage and nonlinear diffusion [72]. 
The present thesis contains five chapters. In Chapter 1, we have given an 
overview of wavelets, wavelet packets, theory of frames, some examples, definitions 
and theorems which are used in the subsequent chapters. In Chapter 2, we have 
generalised various results of wavelets for wavelet packet frames and obtained their 
frame boiinds in different settings. 
The Chapter 3 deals with the concept of a new system of Coherent States, the 
"vector valued Weyl-Heisenberg wavelets", since the group considered here is the 
Weyl-Heisenberg with a dilation parameter. In sub-sections, 3.2 and 3.3, we have 
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described some notations and the vector valued multiresolution analysis. In sub-
section 3.4, we have discussed the Weyl-Heisenberg wavelets. In the last section, we 
have presented the generic construction of frames and proved a result related to the 
corresponding frame bounds. 
In Chapter 4, we focus mainly on the techniques of diffusion based on partial 
differential equations (PDE's). We have discussed the detailed account of many 
different diffusion filter models especially by Perona-Malik and Weickert. The dis-
cretization scheme and the computational results are also given. In the last section, 
we have given the wavelet shrinkage scheme and the correspondence between diffu-
sion and shrinkage functions. 
In Chapter 5, we have introduced a new diffusion filter based on Sharp Operator. 
We studied the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function and the sharp operator to mea-
sure the oscillatory behaviour of images. With the sharp operator we have measured 
the oscillation in the neighbourhood of each pixel of an image. We have proved the 
existence theorem for our diffusion model and presented some computational results. 
In the end, a comprehensive bibliography is included. 
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Chapter 1 
Preliminaries 
1.1 Introduction 
The fundamental idea behind wavelets is to analyze according to scale. Indeed, some 
researchers in the wavelet field feel that by using wavelets, one is adopting a whole 
new mindset or perspective in processing data. 
Wavelets are functions that satisfy certain mathematical requirements and are 
used in representing data or other functions. This idea is not new. Approxima-
tion using superposition of functions has existed since the early 1800's, when Joseph 
Fourier discovered that he could superpose sines and cosines to represent other func-
tions. However, in wavelet analysis, the scale that we use to look at data plays a 
special role. Wavelet algorithms process data at different scales or resolutions. If we 
look at a signal with a large "window", we would notice gross features. Similarly, 
if we look at a signal with a small "window", we would notice small features. The 
results in wavelet analysis is to see both the forest and the trees, so to speak. 
This makes wavelets interesting and useful. For many decades, Scientists have 
wanted more appropriate functions than the sines and cosines which comprise the 
bases of Fourier analysis, to approximate choppy signals [22]. By their definition, 
these functions are non-local (and stretch out to infinity). They therefore do a very 
poor job in approximating sharp spikes. But with wavelet analysis, we can use 
approximating functions that are contained neatly infinite domains. Wavelets are 
well-suited for approximating data with sharp discontinuities. 
The wavelet analysis procedure is to adopt a wavelet prototype function, called 
an analyzing wavelet or mother wavelet. Temporal analysis is performed with a con-
tracted, high frequency version of the prototype wavelet, while frequency analysis is 
performed with a dilated, low frequency version of the same wavelet. Because the 
original signal or function can be represented in terms of a wavelet expansion (using 
coefficients in a linear combination of the wavelet function), data operations can 
be performed using just the corresponding wavelet coefficients. And if you further 
choose the best wavelets adapted to your data, or truncate the coefficients below a 
threshold, your data is sparsely represented. This sparse coding makes wavelets an 
excellent tool in the field of data compression. 
Other applied fields that are making use of wavelets include astronomy, acoustics, 
nuclear engineering, sub-band coding, signal and image processing, neurophysiology, 
music, magnetic resonance imaging, speech discrimination, optics, fractals, turbu-
lence, earthquake-prediction, radar, human vision, and pure mathematics apphca-
tions such as solving partial differential equations. 
In this chapter, we have given the relevent definitions and results which are used 
in the subsequent chapters. 
1.2 An overview of wavelet 
In the history of mathematics, wavelet analysis shows many different origins [58]. 
Much of the work was performed in the 1930s, and, at the time, the separate efforts 
did not appear to be part of a coherent theory. 
Before 1930, the main branch of mathematics leading to wavelets began with 
Joseph Fourier (1807) with his theories of frequency analysis, now often referred to 
as Fourier synthesis. He asserted that any 27r-periodic function f{x) is the sum 
oo 
ao + 2.{^kCoskx + bksinkx) 
fc=i 
of its Fourier series. The coefficients ao,ak and bk are calculated by 
1 r°° 
°° " 27r / •^^^^^^' 
1 f^'' 
Ofe = — / f{x)cos{kx)dx^ 
1 /•'" 
bk = - f{x)sin(kx)dx. 
71" Jo 
Fourier's assertion played an essential role in the evolution of the ideas mathemati-
cians had about the functions. He opened up the door to a new functional universe. 
After 1807, by exploring the meaning of functions, Fourier series convergence, 
and orthogonal systems, mathematicians gradually were led from their previous no-
tion of frequency analysis to the notion of scale analysis. That is, analyzing f{x) 
by creating mathematical structures that vary in scale. How? Construct a function, 
shift it by some amount, and change its scale. Apply that structure in approximat-
ing a signal. Now repeat the procedure. Take that basic structure, shift it, and scale 
it again. Apply it to the same signal to get a new approximation. And so on. It 
turns out that this sort of scale analysis is less sensitive to noise because it measures 
the average fluctuations of the signal at different scales. 
The first mention of wavelets appeared in an appendix to the thesis of A. Haar 
(1909). One property of the Haar wavelet is that it has compact support, which 
means that it vanishes outside of a finite interval. Unfortunately, Haar wavelets are 
not continuously differentiable which somewhat limits their applications. 
In the 1930s, several groups working independently researched the representa-
tion of functions using scale-varying basis functions. Understanding the concepts 
of basis functions and scale-varying basis functions is key to understanding wavelets. 
By using a scale-varying basis function called the Haar basis function, Paul Levy, 
a 1930s physicist, investigated Brownian motion, a type of random signal [58]. He 
found the Haar basis function superior to the Fourier basis functions for studying 
small complicated details in the Brownian motion. 
Another 1930s research effort by Littlewood, Paley, and Stein involved computing 
the energy of a function /(x): 
2-n 1 f 
energy = - \f{x)\'^dx 
The computation produced different results if the energy was concentrated around 
a few points or distributed over a large interval. This result disturbed the scientists 
because it indicated that energy might not be conserved. The researchers discov-
ered a function that can vary in scale and can conserve energy when computing the 
functional energ\-. Their work provided David Marr with an effective algorithm for 
niunerical image processing using wavelets in early 1980s. 
Between 1960 and 1980, the mathematicians Guido Weiss and Ronald R. Coif-
man studied the simplest elements of a function space, called atoms, with the goal 
of finding the atoms for a common function space using these atoms. In 1980, 
Grossman and Morlet, a physicist and an engineer, broadly defined wavelets in the 
context of quantum physics. These two researchers provided a way of thinking for 
wavelets based on physical intuition. 
In 1985, Stephane Mallat gave wavelets an additional jump-start through his 
work in digital signal processing. He studied some relationships between quadrature 
mirror filters, pyramid algorithms, and orthonormal wavelet bases. Inspired in part 
by three results, Y. Meyer constructed the first non-trivial wavelets. Unlike the 
Haar wavelets, the Meyer wavelets are continuously differentiable, however they do 
not have compact support. A couple of years later, Ingrid Daubechies used Mallat's 
work to construct a set of wavelet orthonormal basis functions that are perhaps the 
most elegant, and have become the cornerstone of wavelet applications today. 
1.3 Fourier analysis/ Fourier transform 
Fourier's representation of functions as a superposition of sines and cosines has 
become ubiquitous for both the analytic and numerical solution of differential equa-
tion and for the analysis and treatment of communication signals. Fourier and 
wavelet analysis have some very strong links. 
The Fourier transform utility lies in its ability to analyze a signal in the time 
domain for its frequency content. The transform works by first translating a func-
tion in the time domain into a function in the frequency domain. The signal can 
then be analyzed for its firequency content because the Fourier coefficients of the 
transformed function represent the contribution of each sine and cosine function at 
each frequency. The inverse Fourier transform, transforms data from the frequency 
domain into the time domain. 
Definition 1.3.1 Let Q be a domain in R" and let p be a positive real number. We 
denote D'{Q,) the class of all measurable functions / , defined on Cl for which 
f \f{x)\Pdx<oo, 
Jn 
and the norm of / G U'{^) is defined by 
!
l J^ \u{x)\Pdx \ , for 1 < p < oo 
ess sup | /(x) | , for p = oo. 
- o c < i < o o 
Definition 1,3.2 We may define the inner product 
/
oo 
f{x)g{x)dx, f,gel^' 
•oo 
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Definition 1.3.3 The Fourier transform of a function / e L^{R) is defined by 
/
oo 
e-'-'^fix) dx. 
•oo 
Definition 1.3.4 Let / G L^{R) be the Fourier transform of some function / € 
L^(R) then the inverse Fourier transform of / is defined by 
Theorem 1.3.5 Let / G L^(E) n L^(R) then the Fourier transform / of / is in 
L^(R) and satisfies the following "Parseval identity" 
11/11^  = 27r||/||i. 
Definition 1.3.6 Let / and g be functions in L^{R) then (continuous-time) convo-
lution of / and g is also an L^(R) function /i, defined by 
/
oo 
f{x - y)g{y) dy. 
-oo 
1.4 Windowed Fourier transform 
If f{t) is a nonperiodic signal, the summation of the periodic functions, sine and 
cosine, does not accurately represent the signal. One could artificially extend the 
signal to make it periodic but it would require additional continuity at the end-
points. The windowed Fourier transform (WFT) is one solution to the problem of 
better representing the nonperiodic signal. The WFT can be used to give informa-
tion about signals simultaneously in the time domain and in the frequency domain. 
With the WFT, the input signal /(f) is chopped up into sections, and each section 
is analyzed for its frequency content separately. If the signal has sharp transitions, 
we window the input data so that the sections converge to zero at the endpoints [50]. 
This windowing is accomplished via a weight function that places less emphasis near 
the intervals endpoints than in the middle. The effect of the window is to localize 
the signal in time. 
To approximate a function by samples, and to approximate the Fourier integral 
by the discrete Fourier transform, requires applying a matrix whose order is the 
number sample points n. Since multiplying an n x n matrix by a vector costs on 
the order of n? arithmetic operations, the problem gets quickly worse as the number 
of sample points increases. However, if the samples are uniformly spaced, then the 
Fourier matrix can be factored into a product of just a few sparse matrices, and 
the resulting factors can be applied to a vector in a total of order nlogn arithmetic 
operations. This is the so-called fast Fourier transform (FFT) [63]. 
Definition 1.4.1 For any fixed value of a > 0, the "Gabor Transform or windowed 
Fourier transform" of an / G L^(R) is defined by 
{GU)H ••= r {e-'^-'fimait - b) dt, 
J—oo 
where ga{t - 6) is a Gaussian function. 
Definition 1.4.2 A nontrivial function w e L^(]R) is called a window function if 
xw{x) is also in L'^ {]R). The centre t* and radius A^, of a window function w are 
defined as: 
t* '•= 71—TTo / X\w(x)fdx, 
lFii2 J-oo 
and 
^-••= irri / i^-trHx)\'dx] 
IFI |2 U-oo J 
respectively, and the width of the window function w is defined by 2Au,. 
Gabor used "Gaussian function" as window function for time localization and 
defined by 
g^{t) = ^ e - ' ^ / ^ " , a > 0. 
zvTra 
1/2 
Thus the Gabor transform {G^f){w) localizes the Fourier transform of / around 
t = b. 
so that 
/
oo poo 
ga{t-b)db = / ga{x)dx = 1, 
-oo J —oo 
/
oo {g^f){w)db = f{w), weR. 
•oo That is, the set {Q^f : & e M} of Gabor transform of / decomposes the Fourier 
transform / of / exactly, to give its local spectral information. 
The width of the window function ga is given by 
9 , /-oo 1/2 
h 
with centre '0'. 
2 ( f°° •) ^'^ 
2 A, , = ^ ^ / x^g^{x)dx\ , 
"a\\2 ^ J-oo -• 
Theorem 1.4.3 For each a > 0, 
As„ = NM. 
That is, the width of the window function Qa is 2y/a. 
1.5 Wavelet transform versus Fourier transform 
(i) Similarities between Fourier and wavelet transforms: 
The fast Fourier transform (FFT) and the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) are 
both linear operations that generate a data structure that contains log2 n segments 
of various lengths, usually filling and transforming it into a different data vector of 
length 2". 
The mathematical properties of the matrices involved in the transforms are sim-
ilar as well. The inverse transform matrix for both the FFT and the DWT is the 
transpose of the original. As a result, both transforms can be viewed as a rotation 
in function space to a different domain. For the FFT, this new domain contains 
basis functions that are sines and cosines. For the wavelet transform, this new do-
main contains more complicated basis function called wavelets, mother wavelets, or 
analyzing wavelets. 
Both transforms have another similarity. The basis function are localized in 
frequency, making mathematical tools such as power spectra (how much power is 
contained in a frequency interval) and scalograms useful at picking out frequencies 
and calculating power distributions. 
(ii) Dissimilarities between Fourier and wavelet transforms: 
The most interesting dissimilarity between these two kinds of transform is that 
individual wavelet functions are locahzed in space whereas Fourier sine and co-
sine functions are not. This localization feature, along with wavelets localization 
of frequency, makes many functions and operators using wavelets "sparse" when 
transformed into the wavelet domain. This sparseness, is turn, results in a number 
of useful applications such as data compression, detecting features in images, and 
removing noise from time series. 
One way to see the time frequency resolution differences between the Fourier 
transform and the wavelet transform is to look at the basis function coverage of the 
time-frequency plane [71]. In a windowed Fourier transform, the window is simply 
a square wave. The square wave window truncates the sine or cosine function to fit 
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a window of a particular width. Because a single window is used for all frequencies 
in the WFT, the resolution of the analysis is the same at all locations in the time-
frequency plane. 
An advantage of wavelet transforms is that the windows vary. In order to isolate 
signal discontinuities, one would like to have some very short basis functions. At 
the same time, in order to obtain detailed frequency analysis, one would like to have 
some very long basis functions. A way to achieve this is to have short high-frequency 
basis functions and long low-frequency ones. This happy medium is exactly what 
we get with wavelet transforms. 
The wavelet transforms do not have a single set of basis functions like the Fourier 
transform, which utilizes just the sine and cosine functions. Instead, wavelet trans-
forms have an infinite set of possible basis functions. Thus wavelet analysis provides 
immediate access to information that can be obscured by other time-frequency meth-
ods such as Fourier analysis. 
Definition 1.5.1 A function •0(a;) G L^(E) is called a wavelet or mother wavelet if 
the following condition is satisfied: 
C,:= fMMP ,„<ec, (U) 
where, V' is the Fourier transform of ijj. 
Remark 1.5.2 
(i) Condition (1.1) implies that 
poo 
tp(t)dt = 0. (1.2) 
J —c 
Very often a function ip € L^(R) satisfying (1.2) is called a wavelet. However, 
in order to get analogue of inversion formula for Fourier transform we require 
stronger condition (1.1). 
(ii) For V e L^{R) satisfying tip G L^{R), i.e. J^^ti/j{t)dt < oo, condition (1.1) is 
equivalent to 
/
oo 
7p{t)dt = 0 resp. -0(0) = 0. 
-oo 
Lemma 1.5.3 Let 0 be a nonzero n-times (n > 1) differentiable function such that 
(/.(") e L\R). Then 
ip = 4>^''\x) 
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is a wavelet. 
Definition 1.5.4 Relative to every basic wavelet rp, the integral wavelet transform 
(IWT) on L2(R) is defined by 
{W^m, a) ~ |a|-^  y°° / W (^-^] dt, f e L\R). (1.3) 
Remark 1.5.5 If we consider ijjb,a{i) as a family of functions given by 
where 0 is a fixed function, often called mother wavelet. Then (1.3) can be written 
as 
{W^f){b,a) = (/,l/'6,a). 
Theorem 1.5.6 Let V' be a wavelet and (/> a boimded integrable function, then the 
convolution function -0 * 0 is a wavelet. 
Theorem 1.5.7 (Parseval's Formula for Wavelet Transforms) Let tp G L (^IR) be a 
wavelet. Then, for any f,g e I'^(K), the following formula hold: 
{f,9) = ^ r rmf)ib,a){W^9){b,a)^. 
Theorem 1.5.8 (Inversion Formula) Let ip e L^(R) be a wavelet. Then, for any 
/ G L^(]R), the following formula hold: 
1 poo poo / ± 
^i) J-oo J-oo \ 0-
— b\ dbda 
a2 • 
Definition 1.5.9[8] A wavelet rp G L'^{M.) is said to have n vanishing moments if 
/
oo 
t''ip{t) dt = 0, for 0 < A; < n. 
•oo 
Definition 1.5.10 A function ip e //^(R) is called a dyadic wavelet if there exist 
two positive constants A and B with 0 < ^ 1 < JB < oo such that 
oo 
A < J2 IV'(2"MP < B a.e. 
j=—oo 
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Definition 1.5.11 
(i) Given a > 0, the dilation operator Da, defined on function / e I'^(M), is given 
by 
Daf{x) = a"^f{ax). 
(ii) Given 6 6 E the translation operator %, defined on function / G L^(R) or 
L^(R), is given by 
%f{x) = f{x-b). 
(iii) Given c € IR, the modulation operator Ec, defined on function / e L^(R) or 
L^(R), is given by 
EJ{x) = e^^'^^fix). 
Remark 1.5.12 
(i) Translation means shifting a function by b. 
(ii) For a > \,Daf{x) is narrowed down version of f{x), that is, Da compresses 
f{x). If 0 < a < 1, then Daf{x) is spread out version of f{x), that is, Da 
stretches f{x). 
(iii) The modulation operator Ec rotates f{x). 
1.6 Excimples of wavelets 
Example 1.6.1 (Haar Wavelet) The function defined below is called the Haar func-
tion 
' 1 , 0<x<l 
'ip{x) = ^ - 1 , i < a; < 1 
0, otherwise 
^ has compact support, i.e. tp is zero outside [0,1). Since •0 G L^(R) and also 
satisfied the condition (1.1), therefore the Haar function is a wavelet. 
Example 1.6.2 (Mexican Hat Wavelet) The function ip defined as 
^(x).= ( l -x2)e-^ ' /2 
is known as the Mexican hat function. It is a wavelet by Lemma 1.5.3. Mexican hat 
wavelet is the second derivative of Gaussian function —e~^^/^. 
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Figure 1.1: Mexican hat wavelet 
Example 1.6.3 (Morlet or Gabor Wavelet) A function defined as 
is called Morlet or Gabor function. Since ^p e L'^{R),xip{x) G L^ 
1.5.2(ii), xp is a wavelet and is known as Morlet or Gabor wavelet. 
, by Remark 
Figure 1.2: Morlet wavelet 
Example 1.6.4 If we take the Haar wavelet and convohite it with the following 
function 
' 0 , t<0 
(j){t) = •( 1, 0 < t < 1 • 
. 0 , f > 1, 
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we obtain a simple wavelet. 
Example 1.6.8 The convolution of the Haar wavelet with (f){t) = e~^ generates a 
smooth wavelet. 
1.7 Construction of wavelets from a multiresolu-
tion analysis 
The concept of multiresolution analysis (MRA), formulated by Y. Meyer [58] 
and S. Mallat [57] is crucial to the theory of wavelets. 
Definition 1.7.1 A multiresolution analysis (MRA) is a sequence of closed sub-
spaces {Vj]j e Z} of L (^]R) satisfying the following properties: 
(i) • • • C l / - l C K o C V l C • • • 
(ii) cloSi,(UV;) = L2{m), 
(iii) nVS = {0}, 
(iv) f{x) e Vj if and only if f{2-h) € VQ, 
(v) f{x) G Vo if and only if f{x -m) eVo for all m € Z 
(vi) there exists a function (^  G VQ called the scaling function such that the system 
{(p{t - m)}m^z orthonormal basis in VQ. 
Remark 1.7.2 
(a) Condition (i) to (iii) mean that every function in L^(]R) can be approximated 
by elements of the subspaces Vj, and as j approaches oo, the precision of 
approximation increases. 
(b) Conditions (iv) and (v) express the invariance of the system of subspaces {V }^ 
with respect to the translation and dilation operators. 
(c) Condition (v) follows from (vi). 
(d) Condition (vi) can be rephrased for each j G Z that the system {2^/'^(l){2^x -
k)}kez is an orthonormal basis of V^ -. 
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(e) For a given MRA {Vj} in L^(R) with scaling function 0, a wavelet is obtained 
in the following manner. Let the subspace Wj of L^(R) be defined by the 
condition 
Vj + Wj = Vj+i, VjlWj for all j 
Vj+, = Jj{Vo e Wo) = Jj{Vo) © Jj{Wo) = VJ © Jj{Wo), 
where Jj (for an integer j , Jj is defined as Jj{f{x)) — f{2^x) for all / G L^(R)) 
is an isoinetry, Jj(Vi) = V^+i. 
J>TTl+l 
This gives 
Wj = JJ{WQ) for all j G Z. 
From condition (i) to (iii), we obtain an orthogonal decomposition 
L\R) = ®"^Wj = Wi®W2®W3®.... 
jez 
Let ip e WQ he such that {'!/;(t — m)}mez orthonormal basis in WQ, then 
{•0^ -;. = 2^^'^ip(2^. — m) : m G Z} is an orthonormal basis of Wj. This function 
is a wavelet. Let (j){x) = Ylnez c„0(23;—n), where Cn is an appropriate constant, 
and then ip{x) = I]„gz(~l)^+i<?^(2a; + n). 
(f) It may be noted that the convention of increasing subspaces {Vj} is not uni-
versal. Very often decreasing sequences of subspaces {V^} are used in the 
definition. However one gets similar results. 
Since VQ C Vi, any function in VQ can be expanded in terms of the basis functions 
of Vi. In particular, (j){x) = 00,0 G VQ and hence 
oo oo 
H^) = XI ^k(l>i,k{^) = \/2 X^ ajt0(2x - k), 
fc=—oo k=—oo 
where 
/
oo 
4>{x)4)i^h{x)dx. (1.4) 
•oo 
For compactly supported scaling functions only finitely many a/c's will be nonzero 
and we have [23] 
(t>{x) = V2Y^ak(f){2x-k). (1.5) 
fc=0 
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Equation (1.5) is fundamental for the wavelet theory and it is known as the dilation 
equation. D is an even positive integer called the wavelet genus and the numbers 
ao,ai, ,aD-i, are called filter coefficients. The scaling function is uniquely char-
acterized (up to a constant) by these coefficients. 
In analogy to (1.5), we can write a relation for the basic wavelet ip. Since 0 G WQ 
and Wo C Vi, we expand ip as 
D - l 
i;{x) = V2'^bk4>{2x - k). (1.6) 
fc=0 
This equation is called the wavelet equation, where the filter coefficients are given 
by 
/
oo 
^{x)(l)i^k{x)dx. (1.7) 
•CO 
Although the filter coefficients Ofe and bk are formally defined by (1.4) and (1.7) 
respectively, they are not normally computed that way because we do not know 0 
and •0 explicitly. However, they can be found indirectly from properties of ^ and ip. 
Note that bk can be expressed in terms of a^ as follows: 
Theorem 1.7.3 bk = {-ifao-i-k, k = 0,l, , D-l. 
Since / ^ (p{x)dx — 1. Integrating both sides of (1.5) then yields 
D - l 
J2<^k^V2. 
Jk=0 
Taking the Fourier transform on both sides of the equation (1.5), we obtain 
0 ( 0 = \/2 5 ] ; afc / 0(2x - k)e-'^^dx. (1.8) 
jfc=o •^-°° 
With the change of variable 2x — k = y, we get 
D - l 
/
oo 
fc=0 
MMI 
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where 
Lemma 1.7.4 If ip has P vanishing moments then 
mo(0) = 1 
(P 
^ m o ( O k = . = 0, p - 0 , 1 , 2 , P - 1 . 
For proof we refer to [61]. 
Corollary 1.7.5 
1, n even 
mo(n7r) = 
0, n odd. 
Equation (1.8) can be repeated for ^(^/2) to yield 
After N steps, we have 
m = mo ( f ) mo ( f ) ^ ( f ' 
«0 = n,'L,mo(i)^(J,). 
It follows from (1.9) that |mo(OI < 1 so that product converges for AT ->• oo. Thus 
we obtain an expression 
m = n~ ,mo (^1) 0(0). 
Using <^ (0) = / ^ ^{x)dx = 1, we now arrive at the following product formula 
0(0 = n-,mo (^1) , ^GR. 
Lemma 1.7.6 
0(2?™) = 5o,n, n G Z. 
Theorem 1.7.7 
5 ^ 0,-o(x + n) = 2-^/^ J < 0, X € 
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For proof we refer to [61]. 
We can obtain an analogous for T/*. Using (1.6). 
^ - 1 poo 
u-n J-oo fe=0 
D - 1 1 ^ - i /•oo 
V2 ;^ o^ -^-^ 
where 
= ^ ^(f)Hl)' 
^i(o = 4sE^ '^ "^"^ - (1-10) 
Using Theorem 1.7.3 we can express mi{i) in terms of mo(Oi as 
_ ^-i(D-l)(«+7r) 
= e mo(^/2 + 7r)0(e/2). 
The following theorem provide a relationship between scaling function, MRA 
and wavelets. 
Theorem 1.7.8 Let 0 G L^IE) satisfy 
(i) {0(i — m)} is a Riesz sequence of L^(M), 
(ii) 4){x/2) = Ylkez^k(f>{^ ~ k) converges on L^(K), and 
(iii) (/i(^ ) is continuous at 0 and 0(0) ^ 0, where ^ denotes the Fourier transform 
of (j). Then the spaces Vj = span{0(2^a; - k)}kez with j G Z form an MRA. 
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Theorem 1.7.9 Let {Vj} be an MRA with a scaling function 0 e VQ. The function 
0 e VVo = Vi 9 Vo (Wo © Vo = Vi) is a wavelet if and only if 
^{20 = eM'^oM^+^)m 
for some 27r-periodic function v{^) such t h a t |w(^)| = 1 almost everywhere, where 
m o ( 0 = 2~^/^ J2k€Z o-k^-'^^ is t he associated low pass filter. 
1.8 Wavelet packets 
We have the following sequence of functions due to Wickerhauser [74]. For 
n = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , - • • 
Winit) = ^/2'^akWn{2t - k) (1.11) 
fcez 
W2n+l{t) = V2Yl^kWn{2t - k) (1.12) 
feez 
where, the functions Wo{t) and wi{t) can be identified wi th the functions (p and -0 
respectively, as defined in [25], and a = {uk} is t he filter which satisfies the following 
propert ies, 
/ ^ 0'n-2k • 0-71-21 = Sk,l 
neZ 
^ a „ = \/2 and bk = {-l)''ai_k. 
neZ 
We denote t he summing and differencing opera tors H and G on /^(Z) by 
Hf{i) = Y, <^k-2i • f{k) ; G/(i) = J2 f^c-2i • /(^)- (1-13) 
fceZ fcez 
The adjoint operators H* and G* are defined by 
H*f{k) = J2 <^k-2i • m; G*f{k) = J2 bk-2i • m (i.u) 
iez iex 
and 
/f*i/ + G*G = / . (1.15) 
Forn = Oin (1.11) and (1.12) , we get, 
wo{t) = Wo{2t) + wo{2t - 1) 
wi(t) = WQ{2t) - wo{2t - 1) . 
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If we increase n, we get the following 
W2{t) =^ wi{2t) + wi{2t - 1) 
Wi{t) = wi{2t) - wi{2t - 1) 
W4{t) = wi{At) + wi{At - 1) -t- Wi{At - 2) + wi(4t - 3) . 
We observe that w„'s have a "fixed scale" but different frequencies. They are Walsh 
functions in [0,1[. The function Wn{t — k), for integers k, n with n > 0, form an 
orthonormal basis of L (^IR) [74]. 
We define a space Qn which is the linear span of integer translates of Wn's as 
^n := {/ I / = XI '^^ ^"(* - ^)>' (l-l^) 
where {ck} G /^(Z). 
feez 
I2l 
Using identity (1.15), we have 
Wn{t-k) = —= X aAr_2i W2^  ( - - i j + —= ^ 6A:-2i ti^ 2«+2 ( - - Z 
From (1.15) and (1.16), 
or, \/2/(i) = p + g for p G Q2n and q G Qan+i-
We may define 
6f{t) = V2f{2t) . 
Therefore, 
or in more general form 
In the construction of a wavelet from an MRA, essentially the space Vi was 
split into two orthogonal components VQ and WQ. Note that Vi is the closure of 
the hnear span of the functions {2^/^0(2. - k) : k e Z}, whereas VQ and WQ are 
respectively the closure of the span of {</)(. - k) : k e Z} and {4>{. - k) : k e Z}. 
Since 0(2. - k) = (j){2{. - | ) ) , we see that the above procedure splits the half integer 
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translates of a function into integer translates of two functions. 
In fact, in the wavelet packets the splitting is not only confined to Vi alone: we 
can choose to split Wj, which is the span of {ip{2^. - k) : k e Z} = {rp{2^{. - ^ ) ) : 
fc e Z}, to get two functions whose 2~^^~^^k translates will span the same space 
Wj. Repeating the splitting procedure j times, we get 2-' functions whose integer 
translates alone span the space Wj. If we apply this to each Wj, then the resulting 
basis of L^(M), which will consist of integer translates of a countable number of 
functions (instead of all dilations and translations of the wavelet tp), will give us a 
better frequency localization. This basis is called "wavelet packet basis". 
Theorem. 1.8.1 For every partition P of the nonnegative integers into the sets 
of the form hn = {2^n, • • • ,2''{n + 1) - 1}, the collection of functions W^j = 
2^l'^Wn{2H -j),Ikn^P,J^'Z is an orthonormal basis of L'^{R). 
Definition 1.8.2 Wavelet packet basis of L^(M) is an orthonormal basis selected 
from among the functions 
{2'/'wn{2H-j),j ez}. 
1.9 Numerical calculation of wavelet packet coef-
ficients 
Let / ( t ) be a function in L^(R) and let {cp : p e Z} be the coefficients of 
f{t) in 5^no. Here, Cp = j2^/^wo{2H - p)f{t)dt and the L^ function given by the 
projection will be denoted by 
From {cp} we may calculate the coefficients of f{t) in any space S'Tln, for 
0 < fc < L, and 0 < n < 2^ "*=, by applying the functions G and H to the sequences 
{cp}. Thus we have 
r/^wj{2H - p)f{t)dt 
peZ,0<s<L, 0 < / < 2^-^ The coefficients of f{t) in the subspace 5''^^ 
form a sequence {Cp'' : p 6 Z}. 
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As for example, if we take L — 3, then the boxes of coefficients in the rec-
tangle correspond to the decomposition of <5^ Qo into the subspaces 5^^n, for 0 < 
fc < 3, and 0 < n < 2'^ "'^ . The top box corresponds to 6^Q.o, the bottom boxes 
correspond to Qn, for 0 < n < 2^, and box n on level k (counting the bottom as 
level 0) corresponds to subspace S'^Qn (see the following table). 
6'^Qo 
d'^^o 
5^0 
HQ i l l 
6^1 
^ 2 ^ 3 
pn^ 
srt2 
iln \l^ 
^ ^ 3 
f^6 ^7 
We have many choices to represent 5^Qo as direct sum of orthonormal basis sub-
sets. The Wavelet basis f^o®^i®<5f^i®5^r2i, the subband basis 5Qo® f^^ i©<5f^ 2® f^i3, 
and the Walsh basis OQ ® fii © • • • © fiy are obtained. Thus, we have constructed 
wavelet packets which provides a family of orthonormal bases for L^(R) . The opti-
mal representation of the data within the library of wavelet packets is obtained by 
using the so called "best basis algorithm" [74]. 
1.10 Frames, wavelet frames and their properties 
The history of frames is a nice example of the development of mathematics. 
Frames were introduced already in 1952 by Duffin and Schaeffer [32] in their funda-
mental paper, they used frames as a tool in the study of nonharmonic Fourier series, 
i.e. sequences of the type {e'-^"^}„gz, where {Xn}nez is a family of real or com-
plex numbers. Apparently, the importance of the concept was not realized by the 
mathematical community; at least it took almost 30 years before the next treatment 
appeared in print. In 1980, Young [80] wrote his book, which contains the basic facts 
about frames. Then, in 1985, as the wavelet era began, Daubechies, Grossmann and 
Meyer [26] observed that frames can be used to find series expansions of functions 
m L 2 ( E ) which are very similar to the expansions using orthonormal bases. This 
was probably the time when many mathematicians started to see the potential of 
the topic; this point became more clear via Daubechies [23, 24] and the combined 
survey/research paper by Heil and Walnut [45]. 
Given a function IJJ 6 L^(R) and parameters a > 1,6 > 0, the associated wavelet 
system is the collection of functions {a^/'^ip{a^x - kb)}j^k^z. A frame of this type is 
called a wavelet frame. The definition shows that all the functions in the wavelet 
frame are generated by certain scaling and translations of the single function tp. A 
slight generalization is to consider frames generated by scaling and translating of a 
finite collection of functions ipi,ilJ2, ••••,tpn] a frame {a^/^'4)i{a^x - kb)}j^k€Z, i=i,i, ,n 
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is called a wavelet packet frame. 
Definition 1.10.1 A sequence of vectors {xn} in a Hilbert space Ti is called a basis 
(Schauder basis) of H if to each x e 'H, there corresponds a unique sequence of 
scalars {an}'^=i such that 
oo 
X — y cifiXji. 
71=1 
where the convergence is defined by the norm. 
Definition 1.10.2 A basis {x„}^i of % is called orthogonal if (x„,Xm) = 0 for 
n ^ m. 
An orthogonal basis is called orthonormal if {xn,Xn) = 1 for all n. 
Definition 1.10.3 An orthogonal basis {xn}'^=i is complete in the sense that if 
(x, Xn) = 0, for all n, then x = 0 [27]. 
Definition 1.10.4 If {xn} is a basis in a separable Hilbert space H, then 
(i) {xn} is called a bounded basis if there exist two nonnegative numbers A and 
B such that 
A < \\xn\\ < B, for all n. 
(ii) {xn} is called an unconditional basis if 
Y^anXnen implies that ^ | en. 
(iii) {xn} is called a Riesz basis if there exist a topological isomorphism T •.'H^'H 
and an orth6normal basis {y„} of V. such that Txn = Vn for every n. 
Remark 1.10.5 In a Hilbert space, all bounded unconditional basis are equivalent 
to an orthonormal basis. In other words, if {xn\ is a bounded unconditional basis, 
then there exists an orthonormal basis {cn} and topological isomorphism T -.n-^li 
such that Te„ = x„ for every n. 
Definition 1.10.6 A sequence {x„} in a separable Hilbert space % (not necessarily a 
basis of H) is called a frame if there exist two numbers A and B with Q < A< B <oo 
such that 
oo 
n = l 
The numbers A and B are called jrame hounds. \{ A = B, the frame is called 
tight. The frame is called exact if it ceases to be a frame whenever any single element 
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is deleted from the frame. 
Definition 1.10.7 To each frame {xn} there corresponds an operator T, called the 
frame operator from H into itself defined by 
Tx = 2^(2^1 ^n) ^n, Vx G ?^. 
n 
Definition 1.10.8 Let K be a Hilbert space and T : 7^  —> H be a bounded linear 
operator on Ti into itself. The adjoint operator T* of T is defined by 
{Tx,y) = {x,T*y), \lx,yeH. 
Remark 1.10.9 
(i) T* always exists. 
(ii) T* is bounded, linear and unique. 
(iii) The adjoint operator of T* is denoted by T**. 
Theorem 1.10.10 Let T be a bounded Hnear operator on a Hilbert space V. into 
itself. Then, its adjoint operator T* has the following properties: 
(i) /* = / , where / is the identity operator. 
(ii) (T + Sy =T* + S* 
(iii) {aT)* = aT* 
(iv) (TSy = S*T* 
(v) T** = T 
(vi) i r iH imi 
(vii) ||T*r|| = ||T||2 
(viii) If T is invertible, so is T* and (T*)-^ = {T'^y. 
Definition 1.10.11 Let T be a bounded hnear operator on a Hilbert space Ti into 
itself, then, 
(i) T is called self adjoint or Hermitian if T = T*. 
(ii) A self adjoint operator T is called a positive operator if {Tx, x) >0 for all x G 
H. It is called strictly positive if {Tx,x) = 0 only if 2; = 0. 
(iii) T is called normal if TT* = T*T. 
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(iv) T is called unitary if TT* = T*T = / , where / is the identity operator. 
Examples 1.10.12 If {en}^=i is an orthonormal basis of Ti, then 
(i) {61,61,62,62,63,63, } is a tight frame with frame bounds A = B = 2, but 
it is not exact. 
(ii) {\/2ei, 62,63, } is an exact frame but not tight since the frame bounds are 
easily seen as A — 1 and 5 = 2. 
(iii) {61, ^ , ^ , ^ , ^ , ^ , } is a tight frame with the frame bound A = B = l 
but not an orthonormal basis. 
(iv) {61, ^ , ^ , } is a complete orthogonal sequence but is not a frame. 
Theorem 1.10.13 If a sequence {x„} is a tight frame in H with the frame bound 
A = 1, and if ||xn|| = 1 for all n, then {x„} is an orthonormal basis of Ti. 
Theorem 1.10.14 Suppose a sequence {xn} is a separable Hilbert space H. Then, 
the following are equivalent: 
(a) The frame operator Tx = ^„(a;, Xn) Xjl IS SI bounded linear operator on it 
with AI < T < BI, where I is the identity operator on H. 
(b) {a;„}^_oo is a frame with frame bounds A and B. 
Theorem 1.10.15 Suppose {a;„}^i is frame on a separable Hilbert space H with 
frame bounds A and B, and T is the corresponding frame operator. Then, 
(a) T is invertible and B~^I < T~^ < A~^I. Furthermore, T~^ is a positive 
operator and hence it is self-adjoint. 
(b) {T~^a;„} is a frame with frame bounds B~^ and A~^ with A~^ > B~^ > 0, 
and it is called the dual frame of {xn}-
(c) Every x EH can be expressed in the form 
n 
Theorem 1.10.16 Suppose { x „ } ^ _ ^ is a frame on a separable Hilbert space H 
with frame bounds A and B. If there exists a sequence of scalars {cn} such that 
^ = Zln ^-nXn, then 
Ei^i' - E H ' + EI«"-^I' ' 
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where a„ = {x,T ^Xn) so that x = ^^^n^n-
Theorem 1.10.17 A necessary and sufficient condition for a sequence {xn} on a 
Hilbert space K to be an exact frame is that the sequence {xn} be bounded uncon-
ditional basis of K. 
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Chapter 2 
Generalizations of Wavelet Packet 
Frame 
2.1 Introduction 
The essential problem in signal analysis is to find a numerically stable algorithm 
for reconstruction of a signal from its atomic decomposition [21]. This leads to the 
notion of frames [24, 45] which is a main ingredient in the analysis and synthesis of 
signals. 
Introduced by Duffin and Schaeffer [32] in the context of non-harmonic Fourier 
series, the theory of frames has been developed for Gabor and Wavelets by many 
authors, see especially the papers by Daubechies [24], Heil and Walnut [45], Chris-
tensen [14], Sun and Zhou [66] and Shang and Zhou [64]. 
In this chapter, we have obtained the frame bounds for wavelet packet frames 
for L^(R) which are more general than that of wavelet frames. The frame bounds 
are also obtained by taking scaling function in H^{R) 
2.2 Results 
Throughout this chapter we have taken the convention tpi-j^k ~ 2^/'^iJji{2^x -
k),j,k EZ,1 = 1,2, ....,/c. The definition and properties of wavelet packets are al-
ready given in chapter 1. 
Theorem 2.2.1 If ^i-^^k = 2^^^M'^'^ - k), j,k e ZJ = 1,2,....,k, constitute a 
wavelet packet frame for L (^IR) with frame bounds A, B, then 
/•OO 
Aln2< / i-'\MO\'^d^< Bln2. Jo 
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Proof, We use the Ad'^ to denote the set of all functions whose Fourier transform 
is continuous and compactly supported in the positive half real line, and vanishes 
in some neighborhood of zero. We use P"*" to denote the right half-plane, i.e., 
P+ = {{a,b) e M^  : a > 0,6 G R}. Let io(s) = e~'^'''^^ where A is a positive 
parameter. We define the weight function, 
[ K^), l < a < 2 
c{a,b) = I 
y 0, otherwise , 
and define 
where,/i"'^ = \a\-^/^ h(^). 
bmce 
j,ke^, /=i,2,...,fc) constitutes a wavelet packet frame 
for L^(M) with frame bounds A, B, we have 
Multiplying equation (2.1) by weight function c(a,b) and integrating over P"^ , we 
have 
ATrC< $35^(CV'/;,-,fc,V;z;,-.fc) < BTrC (2.2) 
' j,k 
where. 
= ln2 2(J^°°dsw{s)\\hf). 
For weight function w we have chosen, f^ dt'w{t) = ^. 
Hence, 
TrC = ln2 \\hf. (2.3) 
The middle term of equation (2.2), becomes 
E.E,..(C^^;i..,^ /;,>) = EtZjj"$IZodbw[^)\{^,,,,,h^'X- (2.4) 
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Now, 
J 2il''il;i{Vx - k)a-^l'' h (^)dx 
= 2^/^a-'/'J^,{y)h{y±l^)2-^dy 
Now equation(2.4) becomes, 
By changing variables 2^a = a', 2^b = b', we have 
= EiEjezir^lZodbE,ez^mU,h->')\ 
fb + V 
w 
(2-5) 
The function w{s) — e ^ '"^ has only one local maximum and is monotonically 
decreasing as |s| increases. 
The Lemma 2.2 of Daubechies [24], shows that for such function w and a/3 e R, 
/ 3>0 , 
dtw{t)-pWmax < /3 ^ W ( a + fc/3) < / d!tK;(t) + pWmax, 
•°° fceZ -^-oo 
or, for particular w, 
E . e z ^ ( ^ ) = a + p{a^b) 
with p(a, 6) < w{0) = A. 
Thus we have, 
= lo"" ^ IZdbm^h'^'T + R (2.6) 
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where, 
1^1 = r'^JZodb\{i,:,h'^'Tp{a,b) 
(2.7) 
= r f Too ^^4^ I [ r MOa^^'h{aOe^''d( 
(2.8) 
Thus equation (2.6) becomes, 
poo 
Substituting the values of equations (2.3),(2.9) and R in equation (2.2), we get 
/•oo 
A\\h\\i in2 < \\h\\i / d^r'moi''+><CH\m < BIMI 1^2. 
Jo 
Taking A tends to zero, we get the conclusion immediately. 
Theorem 2.2.2 Let ipi G L'^{R) be admissible for each I. If the system ipi-j^k = '2?l'^il)i{2^x-
k), j,k G Z,l = l,2,....,fc, constitute a wavelet packet frame for L^(R) with frame 
bounds A, B, then 
A6<Y,Y^M2^0\'< BA. 
where, S < k < A < co. 
Proof. Taking the weight function, 
cx,,{a, b) := 
w\ (M), e - < a < e ' 
0, otherwise , 
and 
I i,k 
(2.10) 
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and using the similar technique as in Theorem 2.2.1, we have 
and 
By Lemma 2.3 [78], we have the following estimates, 
a ^ v ^ 
A - ^ ^ E  kez 
f\b + k\\ ^ a 2AA 
Combining equations (2.10)-(2.13), and letting A —>• 0, we have 
A\\hf < -^h and B\\hf > ^h, 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
where, 
= MXi E,ez /^ ;: ? Too db [ r i^ c^opai^ aopd^ e^ ^^ ; 
o< . ^ 
= ^ E, r d^lV^KOP E,.z i fill rfalMaOP 
= iiEiTdmOl^H^iO- (2.15) 
Since /i G Ad^, we can assume that supp/i C [x/i, X/i] and h{$,) < M, where x/i and X^, 
(x/i < X/i) are two positive numbers. 
Here, 
= E,ezi/,S?-.^ «'IMa')P 
- E,.zi/,si^rf«i%)p 
^ E j 6 Z ^ /^2Je- . C^aX[x;„X;.) ( a ) 
< E £2e j£2Je- ' " " ' iX~'e-'<2:'<^x-'e' ^ € J^ e 
< E,x-<2.<.xr^ M-A^'ie-^ - e )^ 
< 2M 1 il1XH<2i<2(./xH2J 
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2Mpi/2X„2/x,(0- (2.16) 
By Lemma 2.1 [78], the function |V'i(0PPi/2Xh,2/xh(0 is integrable over (0,oo). So 
by the use of dominated convergence theorem, from eqn.(2.15) we can deduce that, 
= ^EJo°°^*(OPr^E,«^K^)f 
= iEJo°°^IMOPE,.J^<(2^0l' 
= ll^il'E,E,«IV'K2^-0P- (2-17) 
Combining equations (2.14), (2.17) and Lemma 2.2 [78], the result follows. 
Definition 2.2.3 A Sobolev space of order s > 0, denoted by H^{R), is a subspace 
of L 2 ( R ) , given by 
Lemma 2.2.4 Suppose that the scahng function (p satisfies 
}• 
s u p ^ | ( ^ ( ^ + 2A;7r)|2-''<+oo, 
^eR kez 
for some a > 0, and 
sup(l + | e | ) ^ ( O I < + o o -
«eR 
Then there exists a constant c such that, for all f G L' 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
Proof. See [19]. 
Theorem 2.2.5 Suppose that, 
A = m/|r|c[i,2i Y, ^ m^r)\' - E E E lV^ '(2V)V;K2^ r + m) > 0 
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B = SUp\r\&[l,2] < oo. -£ J2 m'r)\' + E E E M2'^M2'r + m) 
I j€Z m^O / j eZ 
Then {D23TkilJi{x)j^k&z^i=\,2,....,k} is a wavelet packet frame for L^(R) with bounds 
A,B. 
Proof. For a function / G ^ ^(K), we have 
= El EjMZ I /H /(0^--^2i A-.V'KOrfrl 
= El Ej,z 2-^ - E , I In f{r)m-^r)e''''''~''dr\' 
f23 
= El E , . z 2-^ '2^ - / ; I Em fir - 2^m)M2-^r - m)\'dr 
?v El E , « Jo EH fir - 2^h)M2-^r - h) Em fir - 2^m)^,(2-V - m)dr 
rV 
El E , « E . /o fir - 2^h)M2-^r - h) Em fir - 2^m)M2-^r - m)dr 
= El E i ez IR fir)M2-^r) Em fir " 2^m)M2-^r - m)dr 
= El E , « E ^ L fir) fir - 2^m) i^i{2-h)i^,{2-h - m)dr 
= In\fir)\'EiEj,z\M2^r)\'dr 
+ Em^o El E iez IR fir) fir - 2^rn) U2-^r)U2-h ~ m)dr. 
= (*)• 
Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality twice, we have 
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(*) < In\fir)\'Eii:j,zm'r)\'dr 
1/2 
1/2 
+ Zm^o El Ejez IR I / > ) I {m-^r)\m''r - m)\) 
/ ^ . - . \ l / 2 
.|/(r - 2%)| (\M2-'r)\\M'^-^r - m)\j dr 
+ Em^o El E , . z ( L \f{r)\%{2-^r)\M2-'r - m)\dr) 
. (/^ |/(r - 2^m)|2|^;(2-^r)||i/>,(2-V - m)|dr) 
< In l / » P E , E , . z m^r)\'dr + {a'){a"). 
The terms (a') and (a") are actually identical ( use the change of variable r —>• r+2^m 
in (a")), so by changing the summation index j —> —j,m -^ —m, we have 
(*) < In\fir)\'EiEj,zm'r)\'dr 
+ Em^o El E,ez IR \f{r)\%{2^r)m2h + m)\dr 
< IR \m' {EI Ejez lV'/(2^r)p + Zm^o Ei E , . z M2^r)\\M2^r + m)|) dr. 
Thus, 
EiEi,M,D,^n^p,)\' < B||/||2. 
A similar conclusion shows 
(*) > IR \hr)\' ( E / Ejex IM^'r)]' - E^^o E , E , . z m'r)\\M2^r + m)\) dr. 
Thus result follows. 
Theorem 2.2.6 Assume that the sequence (a„)„ is given by </>(x) = Yl^Ln an0(2x-
7T.) is finite and satisfies the condition 
Y^an-2kan-2l = ^Ik, (2.21) 
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and assume that for some e > 0, we have 
m)\ < c{i + m-'-'^\ (2.22) 
where i/i denotes the Fourier transform of the mother wavelet ip. Finally, assume 
that the scaUng function ^ G H^{R) for some positive number s. Then there exist 
two positive constants Ci(s) and C2(s) such that 
V / e L\R), c^{s)\\f\\l <J2I1 laV'Ufc)!' < C2{s (2.23) 
I j.fcez 
Proof. To prove the upper bound of (2.23), it suffices to check that if 0 G H^{R) 
for some s > 0, then conditions (2.18) and (2.19) of Lemma 2.2.4 are satisfied. To 
get (2.18) we first prove that there exists 0 < a < 1 such that 
/ 
10(01'"'" d^ < +00. (2.24) 
Since 
and by using Holder's inequafity, one gets 
/ mf-'" d^< J{^ + \^\?'\m?d^ y ( i + i^ i)^ (^"-^ )/"d^  
Hence, if 0 < a < 1/(1 + l/2s), then (2.24) holds. To get (2.18) it suffices to use 
the following inequalities which can be found in [19]. 
fcez 
2-a |(l^|-"(«) 
d(f) 
I d4> di 
di 
d^ 
d^ 
1/2 
j\m\'-'" di 1/2 (2.25) 
Since (a„)„ is a finite, it follows that the associated scaling function 0 is compactly 
supported. Moreover, 4) G F*(E) for some s > 0 implies that <f) G L'^{R). It becomes 
clear that the first factor of the last inequality is proportional to the L^- norm of 
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X(f){x) which is finite, and the second factor is finite whenever 0 < a < l / ( l + l/(2s)). 
To prove (2.19), we consider a point ^ such that|^| G [2"-i7r,2"7r], n > 1. Then the 
techniques used to get (2.25) give us 
l«^(OI' < c 
Since, 
J2"-i7r<|f|<2"7r 7 2 " - i 
>/2"-l7r<|£|<2"7r 
1 
1/2 
(2.26) 
^7r<lfl<2" 
therefore, 
7r<|$|<2"7r 
25 
^ + 1^1] m)\' (1/2 + 1^ 1)^ 1 dc, 
-2s 
2"-l7r<|C|<2"7r 
<- 4^f -2s 
< C2(5)(i + |e|)-^^ 
Consequently, there exists a constant 03(5) depending only on s such that 
|<^(0I < C3(5)(i + | 4 | ) - , v e e i ? . 
Collecting everything together, one concludes that for any arbitrary real number 
a satisfying 
the scaling function (j) satisfies condition (2.18) and (2.19). Consequently, the 
upper bound of (2.23) is proven. To prove the lower bound of (2.23), we first mention 
that under condition (2.21) and (2.23), the wavelet expansion of an L^ function / 
converges in the L^-sense, that is, 
v/ e L\m), fix) = Y,Y. if^AjMAx), 
I j.fcGZ 
(2.27) 
where the equahty holds in the L^-sense. For the proof of this result we refer 
to [25]. Prom (2.21) and (2.27), one concludes that, for all / e L'^i 
N 
I = lim E EEI(/,^^.0'^ 
I j.fcez 
< y/WWh E E \{f,Aj>^)\' 
I j.feez 
1/2 
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Hence, 
which proves the lower bound of (2.23) and concludes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 2.2.7 Let {ilJi;j,k = 2^^'^tpi{2h - A;)}j,fcez,i=i,2 ,fc, is a wavelet packet 
frame of L^(E) with frame bounds A and B, i.e., 
I j,k& 
Then -0 satisfies 
A < ^ ^ | V ' i ( 2 M P < B a.e., 
I i€Z 
for the same constants A and B. 
Proof. Since ipi-j^k = 2^^^'(pi{2h-k),j, fc e Z, Z = 1,2,...., fc and for any / e L^  
we have 
Ix 
/
oo 
fix) xl;i{2Jx - k)da 
•oo 
1 r°° ^ —— 
27r J-oo 
Now, by setting 
We have, 
T = 27r. (2.28) 
= E E i r 5 E / / ( 2 M ^Ku )^ e '^^ '-rfc 
i j€Z fceZ 
2-^2-^ 47^2 Z^ 
/ j e z fcGZ 
1 
^ / > ' ( a ; + /iT))V;((a; + /iT) 
./lez 
e^'^'^^duj 
I j e z •^° 
Y,K'^'i^ + hT))iPi{uj + hT) 
/lez 
da;. (2.29) 
Now, by the definition of wavelet packet frame and equation (2.29), we have 
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AlIfY < ?5^'r / JGZ Y,f{'^'{^ + hT))iJi{u} + hT) hez duj < B (2.30) 
If for any M > 0, M G Z, and LOQ e (—00,00), we have 
i j = - M 
Y,f{'^'{^ + hT))Muj + hT) 
hez 
du < B 
Now, consider / = (75^ )X[a;o-€,wo+€l) ^ > 0- Then for sufficiently small e, the 
above inequality becomes 
M 2J /•2-J(wo+€) 
/ j=-M •'^ Huio-t) 
and thus, by taking e —)• 0 and M -f 00, we have 
M 
(2.31) ;^ ^ m'^^u)\' < B a.e. 
i j=-M 
On the other hand, for any WQ, r; > 0, a positive integer M may be chosen so 
that 
/•oo 
Also, for 
0 < e < min 
(2.32) 
Wo r" 
' ri I ) 3 ' 2 
the function / = {^^)x[u,o-e,u^o+e] satisfies 
/ > ( a ; + /ir)) = 0 
for all /i G Z with |/i| > (3^) + 1 and all u G [2-^a;o - |,2-^a;o + f] . Hence, 
for this / , we have 
-M .2-^a;o+? 
l j = - o o 
^ / ( 2 ^ ( a ; + /ir))t/-j(a; + / ir) 
/ I G Z 
dcj 
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^u>o-? 
Y , \M^ + ^T)pXH-e ,c .o+e l (2^(cU + hT)) 
L/iGZ 
{^+1) 
2e' 
Since e < ^ , the intervals, 
are mutually disjoint, and hence by equation (2.32), we have 
E E / iv^ 'Mr< / u^)?dw<r^, 
Now by equation (2.33), we have 
I j ez • '" 
^ / ( 2 ^ ( a ; + /iT))V^,(^ + ^^) 
hez 
da; 
< 
1 j=_M+l 
Y^j{2^{u + hT))-4)i{u + hT) 
hex 
duj 
"^0-e ( ,=_oo 
(2.33) 
(2.34) 
Therefore, by the definition of wavelet packet frame and equation (2.34), we 
have 
R = 
oo .J 
Y,f{2^(u + hT))i^i{u + hT) dhJ 
Q r(iJo+i) ~M 
^"^-^^-TJ E E IV^K2-MP^ - (2.35) 
On the other hand , for all sufficient small e > 0, it is clear that 
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oo y.2-J(a;o+£) 
^ = > ^ E 2M |/(2M Vi,(a;)pda; 
1 /-wo+e °° 
where, / — (4f^ )X[u;o-«,wo+el- Hence , in view of the boundedness property in 
equation (2.31), we may take e —> 0 in equation (2.35) to arrive at 
oo -M 
5] J2 m-^cvo)\'>A-C,-CY.Y^m2-^u;o)\' (2.36) 
for almost all UQ > 0. Since 77 > 0 is arbitrary, so from equations (2.31) and 
(2.36), we get 
^ ^ | V i K 2 - M P > A (2.37) 
for almost all UQ > 0. Hence , by equations (2.31) and (2.37), we get the desired 
result. 
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Chapter 3 
Vector Valued Weyl-Heisenberg 
Wavelet Frame 
3.1 Introduction 
In the real world, it is often the case that different scales are needed to characterize 
physical properties. In his paper, EI Naschie [33, 34] while elaborating application 
of E-infinity contorian space time theory has rightly pointed out that "everything 
we see or measure is resolution dependent". E-infinity is supposed to model real 
space time at all resolutions including the quantum. 
On the other hand, in dealing with unsteady incompressible flows, one often en-
counters problems whose solutions contain localized features, in which their location 
vary with time [76]. Arneodo et al. [6] in a very comprehensive paper emphasized 
the need of characterizing the scaling properties of fractal objects arising in a variety 
of physical situation. 
To address the above, though we have a tool in the form of Fourier transform to 
consider the motion in the domain of frequencies but it does not perform well with 
the signals of time varying spectra. Even short time Fourier transform (STFT), 
a technique of windowing the signal with sliding windows of fixed size, does not 
fulfill our purpose. If one is not interested in the time of occurrence of frequency 
components, but only interested in frequency components, then Fourier transform 
could be a suitable tool. The wavelet transform on the hand, is capable of providing 
the time and frequency information simultaneously, hence giving the time-frequency 
representation of a signal. 
The wavelet theory has been studied extensively by many researchers, see es-
pecially the papers by Daubechies [25], Mallat [56], Meyer [58] and Wickerhauser 
[74]. MovSt of the research papers have focused on scalar-valued wavelets or a sin-
gle mother wavelet function. It is well known that there is a limitation for the 
time-frequency localization of a single mother wavelet [24]. Geronimo et al. [39] 
constructed two functions '0i(x) and i>2{^) whose dilations and translations form an 
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orthonormal basis for L^(R). The importance of these two functions is that they 
are continuous, well time-localized and of certain synunetry. This illustrates the 
usefulness of multiwavelets, i.e., if several mother wavelets are used in an expan-
sion, then better properties can be achieved over single wavelets. A general scheme 
for constructing symmetric and antisymmetric compactly supported orthonormal 
multiscahng functions and multiwavelets is introduced in Chui et al. [17]. 
Xia and Suter [79] introduced the notion of vector valued wavelets and showed 
that multiwavelets can be generated from the component functions in vector valued 
wavelets. Therefore, studying vector valued wavelets is useful in multiwavelet theory 
and representation of signals as well. A typical example of such vector valued signals 
is video images. The Moving Picture Expert Group (MPEG) can ta,ke advantage of 
this vector transform for image coding. 
Sun and Cheng [67] investigated the construction of a class of compactly sup-
ported orthogonal vector valued wavelets. The definition and construction of or-
thogonal vector valued wavelet packets are given in a paper by Chen and Cheng 
[13]. 
An important aspect of wavelet transform is to obtain the good decomposi-
tions that are adapted to a given problem. The continuous decompositions are also 
closely related to the Coherent States (CS) approach [43]. It is well known that an 
elegant formulation of the theory of CS can be obtained through the group represen-
tation theory. The simplest example, namely, the wavelets and Gabor functions are 
obtained from the affine group 'ax + 6' and the Weyl-Heisenberg group respectively. 
A tool combining the affine and the Weyl-Heisenberg groups was proposed in 
[69, 70]. In this case, usual representations of such a bigger group are no more square 
integrable, as in the wavelet case. Only the restriction of those representations to a 
suitable quotient space (phase-spaces) of the group restores the square integrability 
and thus leads to a system of CS. In this chapter, we study a new system of CS 
the ''''vector valued Weyl-Heisenberg wavelets", since the group considered here is the 
Weyl-Heisenberg with a dilation parameter. 
Parallel to the continuous study of Gabor and wavelet analysis, a fundamental 
work on the discretization of CS was done in [23, 24]. Instead of encoding the 
continuous parameters of the group, one is restricted to its discrete values. The 
essential problem in signal analysis is to find a numerically stable algorithm for 
reconstruction of a signal from its atomic decomposition [21]. This leads to the 
notion of frames [14, 23, 32, 45] which is a main ingredient in the analysis and 
synthesis of signals. 
The chapter is organized as follows. In Sections 3.2 and 3.3, we describe nota-
tions and the vector valued multiresolution analysis. In Section 3.4, we discuss the 
Weyl-Heisenberg wavelets. In the last section, we present the generic construction 
of frames and prove a result related to the corresponding frame bounds. 
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3.2 Nota t ions and vector valued function spaces 
Throughout this chapter, we use the following notations. R and C denote all 
real and complex numbers, respectively. Z denotes all integers. 
L\R, C) := {f = {hit), hit), hit), , fNit))^ -.teR, hit) eL\R), k = 1,2,....,N}, 
where T means the transpose and C^ denote the AT-dimensional complex Euclidean 
space. 
^(ONxN) 
:= <^  f (t) 
/ /n( t ) /i2(t) hNit) \ 
hlit) h2it) hNit) 
\ fmit) fN2it) fNNit) I 
:teRJkiit)eL\R),k,l l,2,....,iV >. 
The signal space L^(E, C^^^) (or L (^1R, C^)) is called vector valued function space. 
The spaces L^([a, 6], C^) and L^([a, b],C'^^'^) are defined similarly by replacing the 
real line R with an interval [a,b]. Examples of vector valued signals are video im-
ages, where/fci(t) represents the pixel at the time t of the fcth row and the ^th column. 
For f e L^iR, C^""^) (or f G L\R, C^)), ||f || denotes the norm of f as 
N - \ 1/2 
:= E / \Ut)\'dt 
N 1/2N 
For f e L2(R,C^><^ ' ) , its integration J fit)dt is defined as 
(3.1) 
fit)dt :--
[ Ihi{t)dt Uuit)dt jhNit)dt \ 
Jhi{t)dt Jh2it)dt JhNit)d,t 
\Jfm{t)dt JfN2it)dt JfNN{t)dt J 
The Fourier transform of f is defined here by 
f(^) f(t)e-^*"'di. 
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Then, the inverse Fourier transform is 
f ( t )= ll{wy''"dt. 
For two vector valued functions f,g G L^(M, C^^^) , {f,g) denotes the integration 
of the matrix product i{t)g^{t) 
{f,9)--= fmE}{t)dt (3.2) 
where ^ means the transpose and the complex conjugate. For convenience, we still 
call the operation (,) in (3.2) inner product although it is not the inner product 
in the common sense that requires to be scalar valued. The one in (3.2) is ma-
trix valued, but still satisfies the properties for an inner product: the linearity 
(/, aigi + 02^2) = ai(/,^1) + a*2{f,92) and the commutativity (/,g) = {g, 1)1 
A sequence ^k{t) € L'^{R,C^^^),k G Z is called an orthonormal set in 
L2(R,C^><^)if 
{^k,^i) = 5{k-l)lN (3.3) 
where 5{k) = 1 when fc = 0 and 5{k) = 0 when k ^0 and /jv is the N x N identity 
matrix. A sequence ^k{i) G L'^{R,C^^'^), A; G Z is called an orthonormal basis 
for L2(M, C^><N) if it satisfies (3.3), and moreover for any f (t) G L 2 ( E , C ^ ^ ^ ) there 
exists a sequence oi N x N constant matrices F^ such that 
f(0 = 5 I ^ A ( 0 , for teR (3.4) 
kez 
where the multiplication Fk^k{t) for each fixed t is the N xN matrix multiplication, 
and the convergence for the infinite summation is in the sense of the norm ||.|| defined 
by (3.1) for the vector valued signal space. As an example of orthonormal basis for 
L2([0,27r],C^>^^) 
^k{t) = diag(e'('=^+'=)^  6^ '^=^ +'=)*, , e^ ^^ N+fcH)^  ;. ^ 2 (3.5) 
where A;i, k2, , k^ are A^  fixed integers and diag means diagonal matrix and e'^ '^ '"^ ''^ * 
is the /til diagonal element. It is clear that if {^k{i)}kez is an orthonormal basis 
for L2 (R , C ^ ^ ^ ) , then {U^k{t)}k€Z or {^k{t)U}kez is also an orthonormal basis for 
L2(R, C ^ ^ ^ ) , where U is a.n N x N unitary matrix, i.e., UW = IN-
Let ^k{t), fc G Z, be an orthonormal basis for L'^{R, C^""^). Then the expan-
sion (3.4) for any f G L'^{R,C^^^) is unique, where 
Ffe = (f,$fc), keZ. (3.6) 
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We also call the expansion (3.4) the Fourier expansion of f. The corresponding 
Parseval equality is 
{i,f) = ^ F,Fl. (3.7) 
fcez 
From (3.7) it is clear that (f, f) = 0 if and only if f = 0 where 0 is the zero matrix. 
Although ^k{t) in (3.5) form an orthonormal basis, the Fourier expansion of a 
signal f is equivalent to the Fourier expansions of all independent components in f 
and the correlation between these components cannot be taken into account. It is 
because each $fc(t) is in diagonal form. Therefore, we need to seek a nondiagonal 
orthonormal basis for L 2 ( R , C ^ ^ ^ ) . 
3.3 Vector valued multiresolution analysis and vec-
tor valued wavelets 
In this section, we first define vector valued multiresolution analysis for L^(R, C^^^). 
We then study its properties and construction. We also see a connection with mul-
tiwavelets. 
Definition 3.3.1 A VMRA of L^(E, (7^^^) is a nested sequence of closed subspaces 
Vj, J e Z of L2(R , C ^ ^ ^ ) such that 
(1) Vj C y,-4-i, J € Z-
(2) UjGzVj is dense in L^(R, C^^^) and Cij^zVj = {0}, where 0 is the zero matrix. 
(3) f{t) e Vj if and only if f{2t) e V^ +^i, j E Z. 
(4) There is a $ e K) such that its translations <J>(^ ) := $(i - k), k e Z, form an 
orthonormal basis for VQ. 
The above definition for a VMRA is notationally similar to the one for conven-
tional multiresolution analysis (MRA) [56, 57]. We call $(i) a vector valued scaling 
function (or simply scahng function) for the VMRA {Vj}. Since $(t) G VQ C Vi, by 
the above definition and (3.4) there exists constant N x N matrices Hk, A; G Z such 
that 
^{t) = 2j2HkH2t-k). (3.8) 
k 
Let 
Then 
H{w) = Y,Hke''''". (3.9) 
4 „ . ^(1)4 ( I ) . ^(1)^(1) 4,0, ,3,0) 
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In the following, without loss of generality we assume <l>(0) = IN- Therefore 
4 W = H ( | ) f l ( ^ ) = " £ . / / ( ; ) . (3.U) 
Equation (3.10) implies 
/ / ( 0 ) - / „ , or Y^^k^^N- (3-12) 
k 
Notice that the property (3.12) does not apply to the multiwavelets studied in 
[30, 31, 39]. 
By the orthonormality of ^fc(t) = ^( t - k) (or the orthonormahty of VMRA 
Vj), we have, in the time domain 
j^{t)^\t^k)dt--lN5{k), keZ 
or equivalently, in the frequency domain 
- i - f ^w)^^iw)e'^''''dw = lN5{k), keZ. 
Sum them up in terms of k and interchange the order of the summation and the 
integration, as follows: 
27r 
In other words 
- f^w)^^iw)^ye'^''''dw = IN. 
lir J 27r ^—^ 
— / ^{w)^^{w) y ^ 5{w + 2k7r)dw = IN-
This proves that 
Y^ ^w + 27^k)^\w + 27rk) = 27r7;v, V w G E. (3.13) 
A: 
On the other hand, it is not hard to see the identity (3.13) implies the orthonormahty 
of $/c(i) by reversing the above steps of proof. The equahties (3.10) and (3.13) also 
imply (similar to single wavelet) that 
H{w)H^{w) + H{w + TT)H^{w + 7r) = lN, V u; e R. (3.14) 
For any w G E, let G{w) satisfy 
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G{w)H\w) + G{w + 7r)H^w + T;) = 0 (3.15) 
and 
G{w)G\w) + G{w + 7T)G\W + TT) = Ij^. (3.16) 
*W = G (1)4(1). (3.17) 
We now have the following result on the existence of a vector valued wavelet function. 
Proposi t ion 3.3.2 Let ^(f) be the vector valued function with its Fourier trans-
form (3.17). Then, its translations ^fc(t) := ^ ( t — fc), fc G Z, form an orthonormal 
basis for WQ — ViGVo-
Proof. By (3.17), for tu G E 
Y,i'^iw + 2lTT)if^{w + 2lTr) 
= E«(|-0*(f+^')**(f-')«'(f+''') 
= «(f)(E*(|--')**(f--))«'(l) 
+G(f+.)(E*(f+-+2-')**(f+-+^^'))'^*(f+-) 
= 2 . ( G ( | ) G . ' ( | ) . G ( | . . ) G . ( | . . ) ) ( .y(3.13)) 
-27r/;v (by (3.16)). 
This proves the orthonormality of ^fc(^), fc G Z. We now prove its completeness. 
It is clear that, for any f G WQ there are constant matrices Fk such that 
f{t) = 2j2FkH'2t-k). 
k 
Thus 
f W = f ( | ) 4 ( | ) . (3.18) 
where F{w) = J2^ Fkc''"'". On the other hand, f 0 VQ and f G WQ imphes 
f(t)$[(t)dt = 0, fcGZ. 
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This is equivalent to 
Y^f(w + 2ln)^\w + 2h) = 0, w eR 
I 
by using the same technique in proving the identity (3.13) from the orthonormahty 
of $fe(t). Prom (3.10) and (3.18) 
^ F ( ^ ^ ) $ ( ^ ^ ) ^' ( ^ ^ ) H^ (- = 0, we 
Since F{'w) and H{w) are periodic functions with period 27r, the left hand side of 
the above identity is 
-(f)(E*(|^-)*'(l--'))-'(f) 
+^(|+-)(E*(f+^+^*'(i+^+^^'))^'(f+^)-
Therefore, by the identity (3.13), we have 
F{w)H^{w) + F{w + •K)H\W + TT) = 0, weR. (3.19) 
Let Fi{w) = {F{w), F(tu+7r))t, //^(^„) =, {H{w), H{w+Tr)y and Gi(u;) = (G(txj), G(tiJ+ 
7r))^ Then, the identities (3.15) and (3.16) imply that, for any u; G R, the column 
vectors in the 2N x N matrix Hi{w) and the column vectors in the 2N x A'' matrix 
G\{w) are orthogonal and all these vectors form an orthonormal basis for the 2N 
dimensional complex Euchdean space C^^. The identity (3.19) implies that the 
column vectors in the 2N x A^  matrix Fi{w) and the column vectors in Hi{w) are 
orthogonal. Thus, there exists an NxN matrix P{w) where all entries are functions 
of w such that 
F{w) = P{w)G{w), weR. 
Therefore, by (3.18) 
fw= (^!)«(i)*(!)=nf)*w-
By the orthonormahty of '^kit) 
i{2w)P{2w)dw = TT / P{w)P\w)dw. 
Jo 
This proves that P{w) has Fourier series expansion. Let constant N x N matrices 
Pfc be its Fourier coefficients. Then 
This proves the completeness. 
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3.3.1 Connection with multiwavelets 
Let {^{t))ik, (^(t))/fc and {Vj)ik be the components at the /th column and kth 
row of $(i) , 'l'(t) and Vj] respectively, l,k = 1,2,...., N and j G Z. Then 
(VSO^fc C {Vj+i)ik, and /(O G {Vj)ik ^ f{2t) G (V,+i) Ik 
and njez(^j)iJfc = {0}, and Ujgz C^jOzfc is dense in L'^{ 
Moreover, for any fik G (Vo);fc, there exist constant ak^^rn,i,k such that 
N 
fik{t) =Y^Y. «fci.-.'.fc(^(* - ^i))-fc' ^ ^ ^- (3-20) 
feieZm=l 
In addition, for any / G -L (^M), there exist constants aj.fci.z.fc such that 
iV 
/ w = E E" -^.^ -'.^ (^ j'^ ^w)" '^ ^ ^ ^  (3-21) 
where A; is any integer with I < k < N. 
Proposition 3.3.3[79] If a VQMF H{w) satisfies (3.12) and (3.14), Hk = i/J for 
all integers k (or H{vj) = H^{w) for all w) and there exist a constant C > 0 and an 
integer XQ such that for any w G (—2^7r, 2^7r) and any K > KQ 
n£,/.(|)i.c|n£.//(|) 
then, the solution $(i) in the matrix dilation equation (3.8) is a vector valued scaling 
function for a VMRA. Thus, the corresponding ^jfc(i), j , fc G Z' form an orthonor-
mal basis for L2(R,C^x^). 
Proposition 3.3.4[79] Let ^{t) be a vector valued scaling function of a VMRA Vj 
and ^(t) be its an associated vector valued wavelet function. Then, for any fixed 
k, I < k < N, the functions {^{t))ik, I = 1,2, ...,N, form multiscaling functions 
and (^(t))(fc, / = 1,2,...,A'', form multiwavelets. 
Moreover, for each pair {l,k), the spaces (Vj)ik, j G Z, form a multiresolution 
analysis of multiplicity rk where r^ is the maximum number of linearly independent 
functions of ($(0)/^-: ^=1,2 , . . . , .V. 
For details about multiresolution analysis of multiplicity r, we refer to ([41, 42, 
46]). 
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A straightforward case for Proposition 3.3.3 is that H{w) can be diagonaUzed 
as 
H{w) = U^dmg{Xi{w), , XN{W))U (3.22) 
where [/ is a constant unitary matrix and Xi{w) are eigenvalues of H{w). In this 
case, if 
infH<,r/2|AiHl > 0 (3.23) 
Ai(0) = 1 and 
\Xi{w)\' + \Xi{w + Tr)\' = l (3.24) 
where I — l,2,...,N, then H{w) generates a vector valued scaling function for a 
VMRA. 
It is clear that if H{w) has the form (3.22), then it can generate a vector valued 
scaling function if and only if all Xi{w) generates scalar valued scaling functions. Let 
(f){i)(t) denote the scaling function generated from a lowpass quadrature mirror filter 
Xi{w), 1 = 1,2,....,N. Then 
m = /7^diag(0(i)(t), A{N){t))U. (3.25) 
This tells us that if (f}{i){t), I — 1,2,....,N, are N scalar valued scaling functions 
and [/ is a unitary matrix then $(i) in (3.25) is a vector valued scaling function. 
Let U = (uki). Then 
m))kl = Y,<rnUrrU^{m){t). (3.26) 
m 
This proves the following result. 
Proposition 3.3.5 Let ^{t), I = 1,2, ...,N, be N scalar valued scaling functions. 
Then, for any fixed k, l<k< N, the functions (*(t))(fc = Y,m'^*km'^rni(l>{m){t), l = 
l,2,...,N, form multiscaling functions. 
Example 3.3.6 Let (p{t) be scalar valued scaling function, 
and 
^^'^ 2[(pit)-^-t) 4>{t) + ct>{-t) ) • 
is a vector valued scahng function and moreover ($(f))ii = {(j){t) + 0(—i))/2 and 
($(t))i2 = (0(t) - (f){-t))/2 form a multiscaling function. One can see that {^{t))u 
is even and ($(i))i2 is odd. Both of them are of certain symmerticity. 
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3.4 Vector valued Weyl-Heisenberg wavelets 
Throughout we have taken ^(i),f(i) G L^(R, C^). There is shght notational 
difference between ^V{t) and ({t). Here ^(t) = {tpi{t),i^2{t), ,^pNit)f • t G 
R,Mt)eL''{R),k = l,2,....,N. 
Let G denote a locally compact group, /i the left invariant Haar measure of G and 
U a unitary irreducible representation (UIR) of G on some Hilbert space H. Then, 
we have the following definition. 
Definition 3.4.1 The UIR 'f/' of G is square integrable if there exists a vector 
^ G K such that the following relation holds: 
'" ^ IW jji'^3)\mg)^,n' <<^, geG. (3.27) 
If ^ satisfies (3.27), then it is called an admissible vector in V.. 
The relation (3.27) implies that, W^ :H^ L'^{G,dfx), given by 
(W^^f)(g) = ^ ( t / ( 5 ) f , ^ ) 
is an isometry map from "H onto some subspace of L^{G, dfj,). 
The condition (3.27) is too stringent and even in the well known cases, like the 
canonical group G = R^" xR, the multidimensional wavelet group R" x (R^ lj. xSO(n)), 
the Euchdean group R"+i x SO(n + 1), and the Poincare group R"+i x SO(n + 1), 
the Definition 3.4.1 is not appropriate, since it leads to divergent integrals. The 
notion of square integrable modulo the subgroup is introduced. Let, as before, G be 
a locally compact gioup, H its closed subgroup, X = G/H a homogeneous space, 
/i a quasi invariant on X and a (a Borel section): X = G/H -> G. Then, we have 
the following definition. 
Definition 3.4.2 The UIR '[ / ' of G in "H is square integrable modulo the subgroup 
H if the following integral holds: 
- ^ / dii{x) | ( [ / (a(x))*,^)p < oo, ^ G ?^. (3.28) 
The section a is called admissible. 
The direct approach consists in choosing a in such a manner that (3.28) holds. 
Let us apply this technique to the affine Weyl-Heisenberg group. 
3.4.1 Weyl-Heisenberg wavelets 
The one dimensional affine Weyl-Heisenberg group, consists of the set G = 
R^ x R2 X R equipped with the multiplication law, 
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= {aa\ ai) + b, CL~^V'V; tp' + (p + 1/ • av), 
where, a e R^, {b,v) G M^  and </? G E. 
(3.29) 
The relation (3.29) can be easily obtained as a usual matrix multiplication if we 
represent element g = (a, b, v;(f) E G in matrix realization by, 
( 1 ai; (/? 0 a b 0 0 1 
We easily see that the identity element is given by e = (1,0,0; 0) and that, 
g"^ = {a"^,'-a~^b,—av;—(p+ b-v) . 
This group G is unimodular, i.e., the left and right Haar measures coincide, 
d^iR{g) = dfiiig) ~ ^/ '^(p) = -dadbdvdif . 
We now consider the Stone- Von-Neumann representation of G on L (^]R, C^), defined 
in [51], by 
[[/(a, 6,M; <^ )f] (x) = f(ate^)(x) = -^e^l^+^-(^-^)lf(a-i(x - b)) (3.30) 
We use the Fourier transform of a function f G I/^(K), defined by 
f (^) = - ^ /" f (x)e-^-^rfx . 
Then, the relation (3.30) is rewritten equivalently as follows: 
f/(a, k. v; v?)f] (^) = v ^ e'l-^-^-^f (a(fc - ^)) . (3.31) 
Let us consider the one-parameter subgroup, as defined in [70], by 
H = {heG\ / i=(a ,0 ,0 ;¥?)} . 
Now, a more general section from the corresponding homogeneous space 
X = G/H has of the form: 
(^{x) = (l,fc,^;0)(a(6,^),0,0;/5(6,i;)) = {a{b,v),b,v-P{b,v)), (3.32) 
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where, a — a{b,v) and /3 = 6{b,v) are continuous functions on the phase-space X 
with a generic point {b,v). 
The restriction of the representation [7 to X in (3.31) is given by 
U{a{b,v){'\ {k) = Vafe)e''^^-'-^~-^f(a(^,2z)(fc-^)) • 
Let us associate to any f G L^(E, C^) the following family of coefficients: 
(l^«rif)a^) = (f ,*(b%), 
where, 
Now, the direct approach consists in reconstructing f(x) from the coefficients of 
F{x)= f dbdv^ll^Jx) . 
Using the Fourier transform and assuming that a is a function depending only on 
V, i.e., a = a{v), we get 
F{k) = f(fc) / dv \^iaiv){k ~ v))\^a{v) . (3.33) 
0 O 
By the change of integration variable, k = k{v) — Oi{v){k — v), the transformation 
(3.33) leads to the resolution of the identity (F = a{'^)f) if and only if a'{v)a~'^{v) 
is a constant function, i.e., 
a(2z) = T - - , V 7^  - M ~ \ (3.34) 
where, A, /x are constants of integration. The corresponding admissibiUty condition 
is given by 
f ^ fik 
Thus, A in (3.34) implies that the dilation parameter is constant, leading to the 
standard Gabor analysis or usual windowed Fourier transform. More explicitly, the 
following constitutes a family of coherent states: 
{^fe,)(x)=./.le^^(^-fe)^(^(x-6))}, 
for a constant /i and ^b e Ti = L'^(R,C^). 
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The Gabor function here is a dilated copy of ^ , that is, letting ^ = 1, we get 
the pure windowed Fourier transform. On the other hand, A 7^  0 implies that, from 
(3.34), 
V. = (a~^ - A«)Tfp7 = (Q;~^ - M)A~\ dbdv = - ^v" . |A| ^ 
which gives the wavelet analysis, 
* ( M ( ^ ) = (/^  + A • vy^e'^-<^-^H ((/x + A • v){x - 6)). (3.36) 
In Fourier variables, 
^{b,v){k) = (/^  + A • vyh'^^-'-ij ((A^ + A • v)-'{k - v)) . (3.37) 
We get the usual wavelet analysis by letting fj, — 0 and |A| > > 1. That is, 
^ib,v){k) = ah'^'-^iak). 
3.5 Vector valued Weyl-Heisenberg wavelet frames 
This section is devoted to the discussion on some aspects of non-orthogonal dis-
crete affine vector valued Weyl-Heisenberg wavelet expansions, parallel to the usual 
wavelets and windowed Fourier transforms [24]. 
3.5.1 Atomic decomposition 
Let us consider the lattice in E? for some values of A and fj, as: 
Gm,n = {{m,n) ^7?\h = a'^nhQ,v = A-i(ao"^ - /x)}, 
where, ao,6o are real fixed numbers. Notice that, according to (3.34), 
a^ = a (^A,/x) = — i — . 
/x -f A • t; 
Thus, 
limajr(A,u) = u~\ Yvca. vi\, a) = mvo, < 00, 
lim ;^(A. /i) = A'^ OQ "^  and lim al\X, //) = (A • vY^ = a'" . 
Recall that G„i^n has no more group structure. According to (3.37), we have 
^^rnAk) = %^ P>"-^o<^ (o-(fc + /i A-1) - A-') . (3.38) 
Here, as in the continuous case, we get 
hm i>m,n{k) = e'^"^o^(fc - mvo) 
A—>0,/j—>1 
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and this is the discretely labelled family of Gabor transform. Similar is readily 
obtained in the wavelet limit with the condition |Aj 3> 1, i.e., 
lim *^,„(fc) = ao^e^^"^"o"^(a-fc). 
/x->0,|A|»l 
Now, the fundamental problem is to see if affine Weyl-Heisenberg coefficients 
(f, '^m,n) characterize a function f or are sufficient to reconstruct f. If any function 
f can be written as such superposition, functions ^„i,n are called '^atoms" and the 
corresponding expansions (f, "^m,!!) the '^atomic decomposition". These questions 
are closely related to the existence of frames, the notion of which is briefly recalled 
for further investigations. 
3.5.2 Frame bounds 
The integrability condition (3.28) may be written in the following fashion by 
f dfx{x)\<if,){^,\=A, (3.39) 
Jx 
where, A is bounded Unear operator on Ti with bounded iriver^^ - • - *•*/ 
*x = f/(a(x))^ , ^en, ur 
a is an admissible section. 
Detinition 3.5.1 The set of vectors ^^ ^ ^ , 2; e X = G/H is a'lfeqinie it 
(i) for every x e X, {^1} is a linearly independent set. 
(ii) there exists A in (3.39) such that the integral converges weakly. 
This is, in fact, equivalent to say 
m(A)| |ff < / | ( * , I f ) | X x ) < M(A)||f||^Vf G n, (3.40) 
Jx 
where, m(A) and M{A) are the infimum and the supremum respectively, of the 
spectrum of A and are called the frame bounds. 
We define the dual frame or basis as ^^ = A~^^i and the frame condition 
(3.40) is satisfied with frame bounds M{A)~^ and m(A) ' ^ Thus the function f may 
be reconstructed using the dual basis ^x as 
i{y)= / d M ( x ) ( f l ^ , ) * , ( y ) 
Jx 
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This notion of continuous frame is taken from the theory of non-orthogonal 
expansions or atomic decompositions. Indeed, if X is discrete and fi a counting 
measure, we recover the classical definition of a frame [23] from (3.40), 
A\\fr < 1^1(^x01 f)P < SmWxo e Xo C Z", (3.41) 
XQ 
where, d is the range of the lattice XQ. In our case, d = 2, and the sequence 
( ^ m , n | f ) m , n 6 Z G / ' ( Z 2 ) . 
If the sequence, {^m,n}m,nez be a frame in H, then the operator, F : H -^ 
t^il?), given by 
is called the frame operator. The operator F is bounded according to the second 
inequality in (3.41). Its dual F* is easily computed by 
(F* c, f) = (c, Ff) = ( 5 ] c„,,„^^,n, f), 
where , C = {Cm,n]m,neZ € i^(Z2). 
We assume ^ e H = L'^{W,C^) to be admissible in the sense of (3.35). It 
is necessary to estimate the frame bounds corresponding to the decomposition by 
(3.38). The relation (3.41) may be written in the following operational form, 
A 1 < F * F < B 1 . 
The admissibility condition of ^ is not enough to guarantee the frames of wavelets. 
The following proposition imposes some conditions on ^,oo,6o under which we do 
indeed obtain a frame, and we estimate the corresponding frame bounds. 
Proposition 3.5.2 If ^ , OQ are such that 
inf Y.\^{^o{k + ^i\-')-X-')\'>Q, 
sup Y, \^ W ( ^ + M~^) - A"^) p < oo, 
and if 
IxAi) = sup Y, I* «{k + M - ' ) - A-^) I 1^ (a-(fc + ^\-') - (A-^ - 0 ) I 
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decays as fast as (l + |A ^ — ^|) \ with e > 0, then there exists a critical feo > 0 
such that the '^m,n constitutes a frame for 60 < 0^ ^^'^ ^^^ frame bounds are: 
2n 
On K <ao ~Z, 
- E %.. {~l) 7i, ( - | r 
and 
7i. g/) 7.. (-|i^ 
Proof. Consider the expression, 
Let us consider the Poisson formula, 
Ee'""'"^—E^(^--)• 
With the use of (3.43), the relation (3.42) becomes, 
E.,nl(^-.n|f)P 
^0 ml J^ 
(3.42) 
(3.43) 
= ^/dfcif(fc)PEi^W^+^A-^)-A"')P 
+Rest(f) (3.44) 
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where, 
Rest(f) = ^  J2 I ^^^ W(^ + M~') - A~') 
—0 _ , li-7 l-Lr\ JU m.,l€ZMO 
x ^ (a^ik + ^^X-') + ( ^ - A-^))f(fc) f (^k + | ^ ) . (3.45) 
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequaUty and the variable change, k_ = k— ^f4 in (3.45), 
\Rest{f)\ < Y Yl /rf^|f(^)l'l^K(^ + M~')-A-') | 
—0 -,, ic7 i-^n L-'K 
X 1^ (a^{k + i^X~^)-{X - l ^ , x - i _ 2 7 r / ^ ^ 
/ c/fc |f(fc)p|^ (a^(fc +/xA-') - A-') 
x|^L^(fc + /iA-i)-(A-^ + ^ ) 
Using the same Cauchy-Schwarz inequahty for the summation over m, we get 
27r |i?est(f)| < -j-Yl 
¥ 0 
/d fc | f ( fc )P5^ |^ (anfc + M - ^ ) - A - ^ ) 
X l^(aS'(fc + /iA-^)-(A - 1 27r/ 17 ) 
dfc|f(fc)P5^|^(anfc + M - ^ ) - A - ^ ) 
x|^faS^(fc + /iA-^)-(A-^ + ^ ) ' 
And finally, 
27r, |/?e.i(f)|<f||f|py^ 
¥0 ho -&)-(-l^ (3.46) 
where. 
IxAi) = sup ^ 1^ (a^(fc + M " ' ) - A-^) I 1^ (a^ik + fiX~') ~ (X'' - 0 ) | • 
fceR 
meZ 
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Putting (3.44) and (3.46) together, we get 
m,Ti - 0 V. m e Z 
i / 0 
7... g ( ) 7i, ( - | / 3.47 
and 
sup ||f ||-2 5 ] |(^^.n I f>l' < 1^ (sup Y, 1^ (a^(fc + M " ' ) - A-^) 1^  
7 . . ( | ( ) 7 . . ( - ^ ( ^ ^ (3.48) 
If the right-hand sides of (3.47) and (3.48) are strictly positive and bounded, 
then the "i^m.n constitute a frame, and (3.47) gives a lower bound for A{X, fi), (3.48) 
an upper bound for B{X,fi). 
The limiting conditions (A = 0, /x = 1) and (A ^ 0, /x = 0) give the usual frame 
bounds for the Gabor and wavelet frames respectively. 
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Chapter 4 
Diffusion Filters and 
Correspondance with Wavelets 
4.1 Introduction 
The well known approach of diffusion, starting with Perona-Malik [62] and extended 
by Weickert and many others, see the references [11, 59, 72, 73], have attracted the 
attention of Mathematicians and people working in image processing domain. The 
Mathematicians enjoyed to see the application of PDEs in image processing and for 
image processing people, it is an another technique for image enhancement / restora-
tion. Since long, wavelet shrinkage was independently used for the same purpose, 
but recently a beautiful connection has been established between wavelet shrinkage 
and nonlinear diffusion [72]. 
In this chapter, we focus mainly on the techniques of diffusion based on partial 
differential equations (PDE's). We have discussed the detailed account of many 
different diffusion filter models given especially by Perona-Malik and Weickert. The 
discretization scheme and the computational results are also given. In the last sec-
tion, we have given the wavelet shrinkage scheme and the correspondence between 
diffusion and shrinkage functions. The mathematical justification of.this approach, 
was the observation due to Koenderink [53], where the convolution of an image with 
the Gaussian kernel is equivalent to the solution of linear diffusion problem with 
image as an initial condition. The next, important step in the development of this 
theory was introduced by Perona and Malik [62] in case of nonlinear diffusion model 
with a more accurate edge detection. 
The Perona and Malik model was later axiomatized [3], regularized [11] and 
modified [4] by Lions and Morel et al. The important contribution to diffusion filter 
theory is also the work of Weickert [72], where he proposed an extension of the model 
presented in [U] to the anisotropic case. The main idea of the nonfinear diffusion 
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filtering is based upon adaption of the diffusion process to the image structure. Such 
an approach allows us to preserve or even enhance edges and at the same time to 
smooth regions of an image, which do not contain any important information. 
The discretization approach used in most of the models mentioned above are 
based on the finite differences. A detailed finite volume discretization of the afore 
mentioned models are proposed in Muszkieta [60]. 
The wavelet shrinkage scheme of Donoho et al. [29] has been very effective in 
denoising and image enhancement. In a recent paper, Mrazek et al. [59] have suc-
cessfully established a connection between the shift invariant Haar wavelet shrinkage 
on onehand and nonlinear diffusion on the other. 
4.2 An overview of diffusion process 
The diffusion is a physical process that equilibrates concentration differences 
without creating or destroying mass. This physical observation can easily be de-
scribed in a mathematical formulation. 
The equilibration property is expressed by Pick's law as, 
j = -D.Vu. (4.1) 
This equation states that a concentration gradient Vu causes a flux j which aims 
to compensate for this gradient. The relation between Vu and j is described by the 
diffusion tensor Z5, a positive definite symmetric matrix. The case where j and Vu 
are parallel is called isotropic. In this case we may replace the diffusion tensor by a 
positive scalar valued diffusivity d. In, anisotropic case, j and Vu are not parallel. 
The observation that diffusion does not transport mass without destroying it 
or creating new mass is expressed by the continuity equation 
dtu = -d iv i (4.2) 
where t denotes the time . 
If we plug Pick's law into the continuity equation we end up with the diffusion 
equation, 
dtU = div(L'.Vu). (4.3) 
This equation appears in many physical transport processes. In the context of heat 
transfer it is called heat equation. In image processing we may identify the concen-
tration with the gray value at a certain location. If the diffusion tensor is constant 
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over the whole image domain, one speaks of homogeneous diffusion and a space 
dependent filtering is called inhomogeneous. Generally, homogeneous filtering is 
named isotropic and inhomogeneous blmring is called anisotropic. 
4.3 Linecir diffusion filter 
The simplest and best investigated PDE in image processing is the parabolic 
linear diffusion equation of the form 
^ = Aw(x,t), {x,t) em" X {0,oo) (4.4) 
with initial condition u{x,0) = f{x) for any x € IR .^ In fact, / is primarily defined 
only on the domain Q C K^, but by symmetry and then periodicity we can extend 
it to R^. This method of extension is typical in image processing. 
The underlying idea to apply equation (4.4) in image processing comes from 
the early work of Koenderink [53], who noticed that the convolution of the image / 
with the Gaussian kernel, defined by 
G . ( . . , ) : = ^ e x p ( - ^ ) (4.5) 
is equivalent to the solution u of problem (4.4) for t — ^a"^, that is, 
w(x,t) = ( G ^ * / ) ( x ) = / G^^{x,y)f{y)dy. 
The above formula gives the correspondence between the time t and the scale para-
meter a of the Gaussian kernel Ga-
The linear diffusion filter has one serious disadvantage. As a matter of fact, it 
smoothens an image but at the same time blurs important features such as edges, 
making it difficult to identify on the next stage of image analysis, namely segmen-
tation see the figure 4.2. To overcome this problem one should consider a nonlinear 
filter, adapted to the local image structure. 
4.4 Nonlinear isotropic diffusion filter 
4.4.1 The Perona and Malik model 
For the first time a nonlinear diffusion filter was introduced by Perona and 
MaUk [62]. They proposed to replace (4.4) by a nonlinear diffusion equation with 
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homogeneous Neumann conditions on the boundary dO, and solve the following 
problem in order to obtain the smoothened version of the initial image / 
f ^ = V.{d{\Vu\^)Vu), {x,t)GQx{0,T] 
< u(x,0) = / , X eCi (4.6) 
, t = 0, (x,t)GQx(0,r]. 
In the first equation, the diffusivity d is positive, monotonically decreasing function, 
defined in a way, such that the smoothing of image is conditional and depends on 
its structure. If \Vu\'^ is large, then the diffusion is low and therefore exact location 
of edges is kept. If jVup is small, then the diffusion tends to smooth around x. Of 
course, there exist several possible choices for diffusivity d. As an example, consider 
the following definition 
d{s) := 
1 + S//X 
where the parameter /i > 0 plays the role of threshold. 
(4.7) 
Figure 4.1: (a) Left: Plot of the diffusivity d{s) = i:^Tr with threshold fj, = 2 and 
(b) Right: Plot of the function b{s) = d{s) + 2sd'{s). 
However, the Perona and Malik model has several practical and theoretical dif-
ficulties. If the image is noi.sy, then the noise would introduce very large oscillations 
of the gradient Vu. Therefore, the adaptive smoothing introduced by the model 
(4.6) would not give good results, since all these noise edges will be kept. The 
second difficulty arises from the fact that we obtain a backward diffusion equation 
for |Vu|^ > fl, which is a classical example of the ill-posed problem. In practice, it 
implies that very similar images can give divergent solutions and therefore different 
edges. 
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Let us explain the second problem in detail. For that, let T] = Vu/\Vu\ and 
u = VU-'- / |VM| be a vector parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to the gradient 
Vw and let us decompose the divergence operator in (4.6) using direction rj and u. 
We have 
W.{d{\Vuf)Vu) = d{\Vu\^)Au + 2d'i\Vuf){Vu, V\Vu) (4.8) 
where the expression (Vu, V^ttVit) is nothing but the second order derivative of the 
function u in the gradient Vu direction. 
From the other side, we have 
d'^u , _2 > 1 
^ = ( ^ , V n , ) = . | ^ + 2^ ^ ^ ^ + ^dxij dx\ 9a;i 5x2 9x19x2 9X2 dxl 
and 
d^u , „o , 1 
du |V«p 
' du \ d'^u du du d'^u f ^'^\ ^^^ 
^9x2/ dxl 9xi9x2 9xi9x2 \dxij dxl 
Thus, the first equation in (4.6) may be written as follows 
| . .aWft^.K|WP)g (4.9) 
where b{s) = d{s) + 2sd'{s). Thus, we can interpret equation (4.9) as the sum of a 
diffusion in the 77 and u directions, with function d and 6 acting as weighting coeffi-
cients. 
Definition 4.4.1 The partial diflterential operator ii + L, where 
T v ^ / \ d u x~^, I \du , , 
Lu = - 2_^ aij{x, t)Tr— + 2 ^ bi[x, t)-^ + c(x, y)u 
t , j = l ' •> i = l dxi 
is parabolic for given coefficients aij,bi, c (z, j = 1,2,...., N) if and only if there exist 
constant C > 0, such that 
N 
for all (x, t)eQx (0, T] and ^ e 
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We observe that equation (4.9) may be written as follows 
I = a„(|V„ftg + 2a . ( |V.P)5^ + a.(|V.P)g (4.10) 
with 2 
Gn(IVtip) = 2 ( ^ ^ ) d'dVnl^) + d{\Vu\') 
a^^dVup) = 2 ( ^ ^ y d'dVup) + d(|Vuin. 
According to Definition 4.4.1, equation (4.10) is parabolic if and only if 
Y,ciij{\Vu{x,t)\'')^i^j>0, 
i=l,2 
for all (.T, t)enx (0, T] and all (eM?. 
An easy calculation shows that this condition reduces to the single inequality 
b{s) > 0. 
Let us know examine (4.6) with the diffusivity d defined as in (4.7). 
We have 
"^'^'^ = M(1 + s//x)2 
and 
b{s) = d{s) + 2sd'{s) = ^ ^ ^ ^ . 
Therefore, we get 6(|Vwp) < 0 for |Vwp > fi. This implies that the model (4.6) with 
diffusivity d defined in (4.7) fulfill our expections. It is a backward in the direction 
perpendicular to Vu, allowing us to sharpen edges. 
4.4.2 Regularization of the Perona and Malik model 
One way to deal with an ill-posed problem like (4.6) is to introduce regulariza-
tion which would make the problem well-posed. Then, by reducing the amount of 
regularization and observing the behavior of the solution of the regularized problem, 
we can obtain information about the initial one. In the first time, the method to 
regularize the Perona and Mahk problem was proposed by Catte et al. [11]. They 
suggested to replace the gradient Vu in the diffusivity c?(|V«p) by its estimate 
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Vua : - VGa * u, where G^ is the Gaussian kernel as defined in (4.5). They have 
also proven that this slight change is sufficient to ensure existence and uniqueness 
of the solution to the problem (4.6). This result gives the following theorem 
Theorem 4.4.2 Let d : R+ U {0} ^ R4. be smooth, decreasing with d(0) = 
l,lims^ooC^(s) = 0- If / ^ jf> (^^ ), then there exists an unique function 14(2;,*) e 
C ([0,T], L^(n)) n L^ ((0,T), H^{^)) satisfying in the distributional sense 
f f = V.(d(|Vtx,p)Vu), (x,t) 6 fi X (0,T] 
u(x,0) = /, x e n (4.11) 
I i ^ = 0 , (x , t )GaQx(0,T] . 
Moreover, [^^^((cD.Lzcn)) < l/U^cn) and u G C°°((0,T) x 0). 
4.5 Nonlinear anisotropic diffusion filter 
4.5.1 The Weickert model 
Despite the advantages of the isotropic diffusion filter, there is still one imper-
fection: when the diffusion process is stopped near the boundary of an object, it 
preserves the edges but also leaves a noise at these positions. To avoid this eflPect, 
Weickert [72] suggested to modify the diffusion operator so that it diffuses more in 
direction parallel to edges and less in the perpendicular one. In order to filter an 
image, he proposed to consider the following problem 
r f = v.[D{Sp{Vu,))Vui (x,t) e n X (o,r] 
w(x,0) = / . X G 0 (4.12) 
^ (D(5p(Vw<,))Vu,n) = 0, (x,i) e ar2 X (0,T]. 
where D{Sp{Wua)) is symmetric, positive semidefinite matrix, called the diffusion 
tensor and it is constructed in the following way. 
To avoid false detections of edges due to the presence of noise, we first convolve 
u with the Gaussian kernel Ga and calculate the matrix 
So{Vu„) := VulVu^ (4.13) 
This matrix possesses an orthogonal basis com.posed of eigenvectors Ui,t;2 with 
vi II Vu„ and V2l.Vuc. The corresponding eigenvalues are equal to |VW<TP and 
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0, respectively, and give contrast in direction of eigenvectors. 
In next step, the local information is averaged by convolving 5o component wise 
with the Gaussian kernel Gp. As a result we obtain symmetric, positive semidefinite 
matrix 
S,(Vn,)) - Gp * 5o(Vu,) := S\\ Sl2 
S21 S22 
(4.14) 
The matrix Sp is called the structure tensor and possesses orthonormal eigen-
vectors vi, V2 with vi parallel to 
2s 12 
. 522 - Sii + V W ^ - ^ 2 2 ? + 4sf2 
The corresponding eigenvalues are given by 
and 
/^i = 
1 
M 2 = 2 
Sll + S22 + \ / ( S i i - S 2 2 ) ^ + 4S?2 
Sl l + 522 - ^ ( ^ 1 1 - ^22)^ + 45^2 
This diffusion tensor D{Sp{Vua)) should have the same set of eigenvectors as the 
structure tensor Sp, and the choice of corresponding eigenvalues should depend on 
the desired goal of the filter. 
DifFusion tensor. Let us now describe how to define the diffusion tensor D[Sp{Vu„)) 
such that the anisotropic filter (4.12) could be applied to particular problems. 
Since the eigenvectors of the diffusion tensor should reflect the local image struc-
ture, one should choose the same orthonormal basis of eigenvectors that one gets 
from the structure tensor Sp. Following Weickert [72], we introduce here two possi-
ble choices of eigenvalues Ai and A2 of D{Sp{yU(j)). 
Edge-enhancing anisotropic diffusion. Suppose one wants to smooth an image 
within some region and at the same time preserve edges, then one should reduce 
the diffusivity Ai perpendicular to edges more if the contrast given by the greatest 
eigenvalue /xi of the structure tensor Sp is large. This behavior may be accomplished 
by the following choice of eigenvalues. 
if / i i < 0 
A i : = 
l - e x p ( ^ ) , i f / i i > 0 
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A2 : = 1. 
Coherence-enhancing anisotropic diffusion. If one wants to enhance coherent 
structures, then one should perform smoothening, preferably along the coherence 
direction V2 with diffusivity A2, which is increasing with respect to the coherence 
(A*I — A*2)^ - This may be achieved by the following choice of eigenvalues of the 
diffusion tensor, 
Ai := a 
{ a, if /ii = 1X2 
a + (1 - Q;)exp (^(^JTZ^ j , otherwise 
where a G (0,1) is a small positive parameter which keeps the diffusion tensor 
D{Sp{Vua)) uniformly positive definite. 
4.6 Explicit discretization scheme 
When applied to discrete signals, the partial differential equation (4.6) has 
to be discretized. In this section, we focus on explicit finite difference schemes. 
Substituting the spatial partial derivatives in (4.6) by finite differences (with the 
assumption of unit distance between neighboring pixels), and employing explicit 
discretization in time, an explicit 1-D scheme for nonlinear diffusion can be written 
in the form 
where r is the time step size and the upper index k denotes the approximate solution 
at time kr. Separating the unknown u^"^^ on one side, we obtain 
u^^' = u1 - Td{\u1 - ul,\){u1 - < , ) + rd{\uU - u^\){ul, - u1). (4.15) 
The initial condition reads u° = fi for all i. 
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4.7 Computational result 
Figure 4.2: Restoration properties of diffusion filters, (a) left: Noisy image, (b) middle: 
Image is processed for linear diffusion (c) right : Nonlinear isotropic diffusion 
4.8 Wavelet shrinkage 
4.8.1 Basic concept 
The discrete wavelet transform represents a one dimensional signal in terms 
of shifted versions of a dilated lowpass scaling function </?, and shifted and dilated 
versions of a bandpass wavelet function ip. In case of orthonormal wavelets, this 
gives 
/ = E(/'^ ")^ "+ E E(/'^M. (4.16) 
Here we have taken the convention, ipj{s := 2-^'^^{2'h - i) and (.,.) denotes 
the inner product in L^(R). If the measurement / is corrupted by moderate white 
Gaussian noise, then this noise is contained to a small amount in all wavelet coeffi-
cients {f,ipj), while the original signal is in general determined by a few significant 
wavelet coefficients [55]. Therefore, wavelet shrinkage attempts to eliminate noise 
from the wavelet coefficients by the following three-step procedure: 
1. Analysis: transform the noisy data / to the wavelet coefficients d^ — (/, V'i) 
and scaling function coefficients c" = (/, (p") . 
2. Shrinkage: apply a shrinkage function Sg with a threshold parameter 6 to the 
wavelet coefficients, i.e., Se{di) = Se{{f,ipi))-
3. Synthesis: reconstruct the denoised version u oi f from the shrunken wavelet 
coefficients. 
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In this chapter, we restrict our attention to Haar wavelets, well suited for piecewise 
constant signals with discontinuities. The Haar wavelet and scaling functions are 
given respectively by 
^(a;) = 1(0.1) - lii,i)> (4-17) 
m = l[o,i), (4.18) 
where l[a,6) denotes the characteristic function, equal to 1 on [a,b) and zero every-
where else. Using the so-called "two-scale relation" of the wavelet and its scaUng 
function, the coefficients c^  and dl at higher level j can be computed from the 
coefficients c|~^ at lower level j - 1 and conversely, i.e., 
and . , . . 
4r' = : lM, 4>', = ^ . (4.20) 
This results in a fast algorithm for the analysis and synthesis steps. Various 
shrinkage functions leading to quahtatively different denoised functions u were con-
sidered in literature, e.g., 
A. Linear shrinkage: S{x) = Xx (A e [0,1]), 
B. Soft shrinkage [28]: Se{x) = { ^ _ , ^^^^^ I^J,|^^ 
C. Garrote shrinkage [37]: Seix) = \ ^ _^ f , ^' 
[ X ^ \x\ > 6. 
( 0 \x\< 9i, 
D. Firm shrinkage [38]: Se„e,{x) = I sgn(x)^^Mgi) Q, < \x\ < 62, 
[ X 62 < \x\. 
E. Hard shrinkage [55]: Se{x) = | ^ |^j - ^' 
4.8.2 Discrete translation invariant scheme 
In practice one deals with discrete signals f = (/^)jIo^ where for simpHcity A'' is 
a power of 2. The Haar wavelet shrinkage starts by setting c° = fi and proceeds by 
analysis, shrinkage and synthesis. Let us just consider a single wavelet decomposition 
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level, i.e., we set n = 1. Then, using the convention that Ci = c] and di = d], we can 
drop the superscripts j = 0 and j = 1. By (4.19) and (4.20), Haar wavelet shrinkage 
on one level produces the signal u"^  = {u^)^J^^ with coefficients 
+ _ Cj + Sejdi) _ f2i + /2t+i J-
''"' ^/2 " 2 '^ y/2 
«o.- = 7=^— = ^ + ^Se { i^^^J^ ) , (4.21) 
d - Se{di) f2i + /2i+i 
^ 2 t + l V2 ~ 2 v/^^^V /^2 ; • ^^ -^ ^^  
Note that the single Haar wavelet shrinkage step (4.21)-(4.22) decouples the 
input signal into successive pixel pairs: the pixel at position 2z — 1 has no direct 
connection to its neighbour at position 2i, and the procedure is not invariant to 
translation of the input signal. To overcome this problem, Coifman and Donoho 
[20] introduced the so called cycle spinning: the input signal is shifted, denoised 
using wavelet shrinkage, shifted back, and the results of all such shifts are averaged. 
For our single decomposition level, we need only one additional shift to acquire 
translation invariance. The shifted Haar wavelet shrinkage yields the signal u~ = 
(u~)j^Q^ with coefficients. 
/2i-l + hi 1 c- I f2i-l — f2i 
2 '^V2' '^2i-i = T; + -i^^e 
_ _ /2t-l + /2i 
Averaging the shifted results, one cycle of shift invariant Haar wavelet shrinkage can 
be summarized into 
Ui = — 
2 
/i-i -f 2/i + /i+i 1 ^ (fi- fi+i\ 1 ffi-i-fi\ , s. 
4.9 Correspondence between diffusion and shrink-
age functions 
4.9.1 Basic considerations 
In order to derive the relation between the explicit diffusion scheme and trans-
lation invariant Haar wavelet shrinkage, we rewrite the first iteration step in (4.15) 
using the initial condition uf = fi and the simplified u\ = Ui as 
„, _ /»-! + 2fi + /i+i fi - /j_).i /i_i - /j 
Ui — -|- ; — ; 
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- Td{\fi - fi+r\){fi - /i+i) + Td(|/i_i - /i |)(/,_i - fi) 
4 
+(/i-/m)Q-MI/i-/i-Ml)) 
- ( / i - i - / i ) Q - r d ( | / i - i - / i | ) ) . (4.24) 
This coincides with (4.23) if and only if 
^ ,Se(-^)=x(\-rdi\x\)]. (4.25) 
2v^ " \V2j V4 
Equation (4.25) relates the shrinkage function 5^ of wavelet denoising to the diffu-
sivity d of nonhnear diffusion. Provided that relation (4.25) holds true, a single step 
of wavelet shrinkage is equivalent to a single step of explicitly discretized nonlinear 
diffusion. The following two formulae are derived from (4.25) and can be used to 
obtain a shrinkage function Se from a diffusivity d, or vice versa. 
Se{x) = x(l - 4Td(|^/2x|)), (4.26) 
4.9.2 Prom difFusivities to shrinkage functions 
Let us now investigate equation (4.26) in detail. The examples from Section 
4.8.1 show that typical shrinkage from the Uterature satisfy 
S{x) > 0 for X > 0, (4.28) 
S{x) < 0 for X < 0. (4.29) 
One can show that these conditions are responsible for ensuring certain stability 
properties ( so called sign stability) of the shrinkage process. We can now specify 
the time step size r in (4.26) such that these two conditions are always satisfied for 
bounded diffusivities. The diffusivities 1-4 below are bounded by 1. 
1. Linear diffusivity [48]: d{\x\) = 1, 
2. Charbonnier diffusivity [12]: ^(l^ l^) = 
vMf' 
3. Perona-Malik diffusivity [62]: d{\x\) 
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i -^l# f 
1 | x | = 0 
4. Weickert diffusivity [72]: d{\x\) = | ^ _ ^^p j ^ ^ ^ g ^ ^ |^| > Q, 
5. TV diffusivity [5]: d{\x\) = ^ , 
6. BFB diffusivity [52]-. d{\x\) = ^ . 
In order to ensure that the corresponding shrinkage functions satisfy (4.28)-
(4.29), the time step size has to fulfill r < 0.25. 
We observe that the linear diffusivity corresponds to the linear shrinkage func-
tion 
5(2;) = (1 - AT)X. 
Nonlinear shrinkage functions such as soft, garrote, firm and hard shrinkage satisfy 
S'{0) = 0, since the goal was to set small wavelet coefficients to zero. In order to 
derive shrinkage functions that correspond to the bounded nonlinear diffusivities 2-4 
and satisfy S'{0) = 0 as well, we fix r := 0.25. Then we obtain the following novel 
shrinkage functions. 
(i) The Charbonnier diffusivity corresponds to the shrinkage function 
S,{x) = x[l- ^' 
A2 + 2x2 
(ii) The Perona-Malik diffusivity leads to 
2x^ 
(iii) The Weickert diffusivity gives 
Jo x = 0 
^^ "^^ ^ = I xexp (^ 2.227i8A!^  ^ _^  0 
4.9.3 From shrinkage functions t o diffusivities 
Having derived shrinkage functions from nonlinear diffusivities, let us now derive 
diffusivities from frequently used shrinkage functions. To this end, all we have to do 
is to plug in the specific shrinkage function into (4.27). 
In the case of soft shrinkage, this gives the diffusivity: 
If we select the time step size r such that 9 = 2\/2T, we obtain a stabiUsed TV 
diffusivity: 
d{\x\) = 
AT 
\x\ < AT, 
W\ 1^1 > 4^-
In the same way one can show that garrote shrinkage leads to a stabilised BFB 
diffusivity for 9 = \/2T: 
d{\x\) 
4 T 
^ \x\ > 2^. 
Firm shrinkage yields a diffusivity that degenerates to 0 for sufficiently large 
gradients: 
d{\x\ 
AT 
AT{0; 
\x\ < V29i, 
g b ^ ( ^ - l ) V29, < \x\ < V292, 
^ 0 \x\> \/292. 
Another diffusivity that degenerates to 0 can be derived from hard shrinkage: 
d{\x\) 
4 T 
0 |x| > V2e. 
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Chapter 5 
Sharp Operator based Diffusion 
Filter 
5.1 Introduction 
In this Chapter we have introduced a new difusion filter based on Sharp Operator. 
We have studied the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function and the sharp operator to 
measure the oscillatory behaviour of images. With the sharp operator we measure 
the oscillation in the neighbourhood of pixel of an images. 
The maximal function was introduced by Hardy and Littlewood [44] to solve 
a problem in the theory of functions of complex variable. Based on this idea John 
and Nirenberg [49] introduced the concept of Bounded Mean Oscillation [BMO) 
functions. Fefferman and Stein [35] introduced the sharp function (denoted by / * ) 
and found that a function / G BMO is equivalent with / * G Loo. The theory 
of H^ spaces (Hardy Spaces) received impetus from the work of Fefferman and 
Stein. Their work resulted in the identification of the dual of H^ with BMO. The 
idea of applying the sharp operator to measure the oscillation and classification of 
images was proposed by Ahmad and Siddiqi [1] where it is used in choosing a proper 
compression technique. 
In Section 5.2, we have described the theoretical results of the maximal function, 
BMO and the sharp function. In Section 5.3, we have defined the diffusion filters. 
In Section 5.5, we have presented our computational results. 
5.2 Theoretical results 
The Hardy-Littlewood maximal function was developed to solve a problem in 
the theory of functions of complex variable. The analogue for integrals, which is 
required for the function theoretic applications, is also derived by Hardy and Little-
wood [44]. 
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Definition 5.2.1 Let E" be the n-dimensional Euclidean space and f{x) be a real 
valued measurable function on R". For such a function / on R" its Hardy-Littlewood 
maximal function is defined by the formula 
M/(x) = s u p | ^ y " |/(2;)|dy : Q C R ^ . X G Q J , (5.1) 
where the supremum ranges over all finite cubes Q in R" and X{Q) is the Lebesgue 
measure of Q. 
The function Mf{x) has the following properties: 
(i) 0 < Mf{x) < oo 
(ii) M ( / + g){x) < Mf{x) + Mg{x) 
(iii) M ( Q / ) ( X ) = \a\Mj{x) 
where / , g are measurable functions on R" and a is some scalar quantity. 
It is easy to find a function whose maximal function is un-bounded. 
Example 5.2.2 For /(x) = |x|* with t > 0, we get Mf{x) = oo for each x G R. 
Now we state a Hardy-Littlewood maximal theorem. 
Theorem 5.2.3 For each function / G Li(R") we have 
A ( { x : M / ( x ) > 0 ) < 6 " r ^ | | / | | i , t>0. 
Proof. See [77], page 142. 
An interesting application of the maximal theorem is a version of the Lebesgue 
differentiation theorem. 
Theorem 5.2.4 (Lebesgue Differentiation Theorem). Let / e Z/i(R"). For almost 
all X G R"" and for every decreasing sequence of cubes {Qj)'jL^, such that H'^^Qj = 
{x}, we have 
Proof. See [68], page 81. 
The space BMO, i.e. bounded mean oscillation of functions is introduced by 
John and Nirenberg [49]. 
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Definition 5.2.5 A measurable function / on M" has bounded p-mean oscillation, 
1 < p < oo, if 
BMO, = sup ( ^ ^ j | /(x) - fQ^dx^ " < oo, (5.3) 
where the supremum ranges over all finite cubes Q in R" and JQ = j ^ JQ f{x)dx 
is the mean value of the function / on the cube Q. 
The set of all functions of bounded p-mean oscillation is denoted by BMOp(R"). 
BMO is "almost" a norm since it has the following properties. 
. . aft* Aw<f / / - S» 
(i) 11/ + 9\\BMO, < II/IIBMO, + MBMO, / ^ ^ ^ ' ' - _ *'-*;55.^  
(ii) WafWsMOp = \a\ • | | / | |BMOP 
(iii) ll/llflMOp = 0 if and only if / = constant almost everj^i^hgr^, 
wliere / , g are measurable functions on K" and a is some scaS^^qu^tttyr.f 
If we define ^ 
II/IIBMO;, = f{x)dx + Tfe/j^'^'-^«'S'' 
we get a norm of / and BMO'^ becomes a Banach Space. On the other way we 
can say, | | / | |BMOP becomes a norm if we identify functions which differ by a con-
stant. With this identification SMOp(E") becomes a normed space, and ultimately 
a Banach space. 
Fefferman and Stein [35] introduced "sharp function" / * that mediates between 
BMOp and Lp spaces. It is defined as follows. 
Definition 5.2.6 Let / is locally integrable function on R". The sharp function 
f*{x) is represented by the formula, 
Of course, / e BMOp is identical with f* e L^. It is also observed that there 
are unbounded functions in BMOr, 
Example 5.2.7 The function /(x) = ln|x| on R is in BMO^ 
After calculation it comes out to be || ln|x|||BA/Oi ^ 2. So, the un-bounded 
function ln|x| is in BMOi{R). 
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It is important to note that it does not matter in which Lp norm we measure 
the oscillation. This is clear from the following corollary. 
Corollziry 5.2.8 For each p, 1 < p < oo, there exists a constant Cp such that for 
each / e BMOp{W) we have 
IBMOI < II/IIBMOP < CpWfWBMOi 
Proof. See [77], page 156. 
In view of the above corollary the spaces BMOpiW") are equivalent for all p, 
I < p < oo. 
5.3 Diffusion filters 
It is clear from the definition of the sharp function that for a pixel z in an almost 
uniform grey level region in an image, f*{z) will be very small. However, for the 
contrast region we get large f*{z) values. 
The idea is to accrue more diffusion in the regions of lower oscillation whereas 
to preserve the regions of higher oscillation. One of the serious problems of the 
diffusion model is that it is very sensitive to noise. The noise often introduces very 
large oscillation in the gradient Vu, therefore the gradient bases diffusivity, like 
d(|Vii|), possibly miscontrues the true edges and that leads to undesirable diffusion 
in important regions. Thus a remedy to the deficiency is suggested by introducing 
a regularization of the model by Gaussian [62]. 
We have tried to evaluate the performance of sharp operator as a new diffusion 
entity, defined as 
</*W)-l.,A)/A- (^•=) 
where A is a contrast parameter and can be adjusted. 
After regularization of model with the Gaussian we have used sharp function 
to calculate the diffusivity. Our model can be written as: 
| = V . ( d ( / V ) V u ) . (5.6) 
Let Q denotes the open set (0,1) x (0,1) of R^, with boundary F. We denote 
H''{Q,), k a positive integer, the set of all function u{x) defined in Q. such that u and 
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its distributional derivatives D'{u) of order \s\ = Xl"=i Sj < k all belong to L'^{n). 
H''{^) is a Hilbert space for the norm 
/ \ V2 
ls|<fc" 
We denote 1/(0, T, H''{Q)), the set of all function u, such that for almost every t in 
(0,T), u{t) belong to H''{n). L P ( 0 , T , H''(fl)) is a normed space for the norm 
llwl|LP(o,r,H*(n)) = ( J It'"!*)IIH^ia)) ' 
p > 1 and fc a positive integer. 
We denote L°°(0,T, C°°{Cl)), the set of all function such that, for almost every 
t in (0,T), u{t) belong to C°°(fi). L°°(0,T,C°°(f))) is a normed space for the norm 
||w|U-{o,T,c«{n)) = inf{C; ||u(t)||c-(n) < C,a.e. on (0,T)}. 
Let d : W' -^ R^ he a. decreasing function with d{0) = 1 and \imt-^ood{t) = 0. 
Theorem 5.3.1 Let UQ ^ •^^(^)) then we have a unique function u{x,t) such that 
u e C{[0,T];L^{n))nL^{0,T,H^{n)), and verifying 
'' ^ V.(d(/#u<,)Vu) = 0 on (0,T) x f2, 9t 
< ^ = 0 on r x ( 0 , T ] , (5.7) 
ti(0) = uo, 
where u^ = Ga*u and system is verified in the distributional sense. Moreover, 
this unique solution is in C°°((0, T) x J7). 
Proof. Existence of solution. Here, we show the existence of a weak solution of 
(5.7) by a classical fixed point theorem of Schauder [36]. We take the space 
5(0,T) = L G L\Q,T,H\^)l ^ G L\Q,T,{H\n))')\ . 
This space is a Hilbert space for the graph norm [54]. Let s G 5(0, T)nZ/°°(0, T, //^(Jl)) 
such that 
l|s|U="(0,T,L2(n)) < ||uo||£,2(Q) (*) 
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and consider the problem {X3): 
/du 
\'dt 
{t),v\ + I d{f*{Ga * s){t))Vu{t)Vv = 0, yve H\a) a.e. in [0,T], 
u{Q) = UQ. 
Since s e L°°{0,T, L'^{^)) and d, G are C°°, one can easily deduce that d{j*Ua) G 
L°°(0, T, C°°(n)). Thus , since d is a decreasing , there exists a constant z/ > 0 such 
that 
d{f*{G<r *s))>u a.e. in (0, T) x f], 
where z/ depends only on d, G and ||tio||£,2(f2)-
By classical results on parabolic equations [7, 9], we prove that the problem 
{Xs) as a unique solution P{s) in 5(0,7) [2, 9]. Then we can deduce 
||P(s)|Uno,T,HHn))<ci, (5.8) 
°°(Si,T,L\U)) < ll'Wo|iL2{f2), (5.9) 
\\P{s)\\LHo,T,{HHn)Y) < C2, (5.10) 
where Ci and c^ are constants. These estimates lead us to introduce the subset SQ 
of S(0,T) defined by 
{ s e S{0,T); ||s||L2(o,r,//i(rj)) < ci, ||s|U<x,(o,T,L2(n)) < llwollL c^n) 
\\fthHO,T,{H^Q)y) < C2,S(0) = Uo 
By (5.8)-(5.10), P is a mapping from SQ into SQ. Moreover, ^o is a nonempty, 
convex and weakly compact subset of S{0,T). 
In order to use the Schauder theorem, we need to prove that the mapping u is 
weakly continuous from 5o into SQ. 
Since S{0,T) is contained in L^(0,T,L^(r2)) with compact inclusion, this will 
provide u in ^o such that u = P(u). 
Let (sj) be a sequence in ^o which converges weakly to some s in ^o and 
Uj = P{sj). 
By using (5.8)-(5.10) and classical theorems of compact inclusion ( the theorem 
of Rellich and Kondrachov [9]), the sequence (sj) of ^o contains a subsequence (sj) 
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such that 
Uj -^ u weakly in L\0,T,H\n)), 
^ ^ f weakly in 1^(0, T, [H^n))'), 
Uj -^uin L2(0,r,L2(fi)) and a.e. in fi x (0,T), 
g _, g weakly in L'{0,T,LHn)), i = l,2 
Thus d{f*{G * s,)) ^ d(/#(G * s)) in L\0,T, L\n)), 
Uj{0) ^ u in (//^(Q))'. 
Then we can pass to the limit in the relation (Xsj), which yield u = P{s). 
Moreover, by the uniqueness of the solution of (Xg), the whole sequence Uj = P{sj) 
converges weakly in 5(0,T) to -u = P{s). 
Uniqueness of the solution. Let u and u be two solution of (5.7). We have, for 
almost every t in [0, T] , 
cfu 0 u 
—it) - div(a(i)V u{t)) = 0, —it) = 0, ^(0) = uo (5.11) 
— it) - div(a(t)V u{t)) = 0, — ( t ) = 0, n(0) = UQ. (5.12) 
Where a{t) = d{f*{Ga * u){t)) and a{t) = d{f*{G„ * u){t)). 
By using (5.11) and (5.12), we obtain 
j{u{t) - u{t)) - div[ a{t){V u{t) - V u{t)] 
- div[ {a{t) - a{t))V ut]. (5.13) 
Now , multiplying (5.13) by u{t) - u{t) and using (*) 
^^ ( I I^W - u{t)\\l.^r^)) + u\\V u{t) - Vti(t)||i2(n) 
< \\a{t) - d(0||ioo(n)i|V^(0||L2(n)||V u{t) - Vu{t)\\L2^a)- (5.14) 
Since d, G are C^ , we have 
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\a{t) - a(i)IU-(n) < c||u(t) - u{t)\\LHn), (5.15) 
where c is constant. 
By using (5.14) and (5.15), we have 
^ "^  "\u{t) - mWhiU)) + HIV u{t) - Vn(t)lli.(„) 
2dt 
< -c\\u{t) - HmUn)\\^Ht)\\Ua) + ^l|V m - Vu(t)||i.(a), 
and so 
|(IKO-^(i)lli^(n))<^"-^^^ "^-^^^"^  "-"'-^ ^^ "^  1^(0 - ^(i)lli^(n)  < -11 (0 - Ht)\\h(n)\\'^Hmhiay (5-16) 
Since u{0) = u{0) = wo, by using (5.16) and Gronwall's Lemma [10] we obtain 
the desired result. 
5.3.1 Discretization step 
The finite difference scheme for the model 
^ = v.{d{f*M)Vu) 
is given by, 
— = dxi{d{f*{u„))dxiu) + dx2{d{f*{ua))dx2u). 
More exphcitly, the scheme can be written in the following form: 
d{ft\j)i<ij - <j) - difffMj - < u ) T 
where tty denotes the sampled values of u'^, i.e., u'-j = u^{i,j) for a suitable scaled 
image and r is the time step size. The initial condition reads tt° = /j for all i. 
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5.4 Computational results 
... j-m 
Figure 5.1: First row: Noisy images, Second row: Sharp operator based diffused 
images by taking parameters like n = 4, A = 3, a = 3, t = 20. 
5.5 Parameter selection and observation 
Nonlinear diffusion filtering contains several parameters that have to be speci-
fied in practical situations. The time t is an inherent parameter in each continuous 
diffusion process, so it has nothing to do with its discretization. The variance of 
evolving image decreases monotonically to zero and the contrast parameter A is 
problem specific. 
Our Sharp operator based model is mathematically sound and the results are 
similar to isotropic nonlinear diffusion filters of Weickert [72]. It has some drawbacks, 
it is not very sensitive at edges. Therefore, edge enhancing parameters can be 
introduced in order to preserve important features hke edges. 
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